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S U M M A R Y
1. This publication is a report of eight years results from 
the Iowa Corn Yield Test, the primary object of which is to 
locate those strains and varieties of corn which will produce 
the largest yield of dry shelled grain in the different sections
and districts of the state. .
2. No effort has been made to compare recognized varieties, 
as it'has been found that different strains of the same variety 
may vary in yielding ability as much as distinctly different 
varieties
3. For the purpose of the Iowa Corn Yield Test, the state 
was divided into four sections: North, North Central, South 
Central and Southern. Each section was further divided into 
a Western, Central and Eastern district. A testing field was
located in each district. . .
4. Corn growers and breeders were invited to enter tneir 
strains for yield comparisons. Each entrant indicated the sec­
tion or district in which he wished his corn compared.
5. Yield comparisons were made, with the different entries 
planted under uniform growing conditions. Yield comparisons 
are on the basis of uniformly dry corn. Beginning m 1924 the 
final yield comparisons have been also on a sound, shelled corn
6 Some factors considered in these comparisons are:' (a) 
effect of rate of planting on yield ; (b) effect of moving the seed 
corn east or w est; (c) shelling percentage as influencing yield^ 
(d)effect of maturity on yield; (e) experimental methocis; and 
(f) open-pollinated and hybrid strains.
7. In northern Iowa it is evidently profitable to plant four 
kernels per hill, particularly when the crop is harvested wit 
machinery or with livestock. Three to four kernels yield best 
in central Iowa and three kernels in southern Iowa Seed corn 
of high germination usually,will give from 75 to 85 percent as 
many plants as kernels planted.
8. Heredity, generally,., is a somewhat more  ^ important 
factor than adaptation to a particular soil or locality. .
9. In Iowa a satisfactory yield may be expected from an
average sample of corn when-grown either to the east or to 
the,west of the point of its prigin. . _
10. In the Yield Test, the open-pollinated strains with the 
highest shelling percentages tended to be the highest yielding.
: 11 A  study o f the relation between the moisture nontent, at 
harvest and th* yield of dry shelled corn produced by different 
strains on the same soil under uniform climatic conditions in­
dicates that the high yielding strains, in nearly every case, are
the earlier strains in maturity. . . ., .. • .
12. A  steady improvement, has- been made m the experir 
mental methods used. The planting of three.-ro.iV P ,reP \ 
cated 10 times, has been the regular procedure since
3
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4. 13. Nearly all of the hybrids of unusual value were pro­
duced by crossing strains of corn which had been self-fertilized 
for a number of generations; usually six or more. The mean 
yield of the hybrids was greater than that of the open-pol­
linated strains ill 11 of the. 12 districts during each of the two 
years, 1926 and 1927, in which such a comparison was possible. 
. 14.| Yields are reported only fur the open pollinated entries 
m this publication as in most cases seed represented by the 
hybrid entries is npt available commercially at the present time.
15. The highest yielding entries in Northern Iowa during 
the first few years of the test were of the Silver King variety, 
of which the Gronna strain made the best record. The .Golden 
King and Smith Yellow Dent are the highest yielding strains of 
corn thus far found in northern Iowa.
16. In the North Central Section the Osterland Yellow Dent 
has the best section record for the eight-year period. Other 
entries which have good yield records for shorter periods, or in 
individual districts include Allee A. B. K. Y. D., the Bauer 
Wimple Dent, the Chantland, Clampitt and Anderson strains 
of yellow dent, the Wilson Yellow Dent, Ioleaming, Black Hawk 
Yellow Dent, Hillcrest and Four County White.
17. In the South Central Section the Steen Yellow Dent has 
the best yielding record for the eight-year period. Other en­
tries which have good yield records for shorter periods or in 
individual districts include the Black and Wilson Yellow Dents, 
the Brenton Bros., Durkes, Harkrader, and Birkeland strains of 
Keid, Walden Dent, Krug, Ioleaming and Lemon Yellow.
.18- In the Southern Section the Walden Dent has the best 
yield record for the eight-year period. Other entries which 
have  ^good yield records for shorter periods, or in individual 
districts include the McCulloch and Krizer. Brothers Yellow 
Dent, the Petty, Haas, Thompson and Dyas strains of Reid and 
the Krug.
19. A  survey of strains and varieties of corn planted in 
Iowa in 1928 indicates that approximately 10 percent of the 
total state acreage was planted with high yielding strains lo­
cated thru the Iowa Corn Yield Test, resulting in an increase 
in total production of not less than one and one-quarter mil­
lions of bushels, a gain secured without any increase in acreage 
or in other material expense.
20. Rigid germination tests and the ear-row method of 
breeding continued for a few years, followed by careful mass 
selection, have been utilized by most of the breeders responsible 
for the high-yielding strains.
’ 21. The porn variety survey indicates that the Reid Yellow 
Dent and Silver King are grown more generally in Iowa than 
any other varieties.
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High Yielding Strains and Varieties of Corn
for Iowa
By H. D. Hughes, Joé L . Robinson and A. A. Bryan*
This publication is a report of the Iowa 'Corn Yield Test, the 
primary object of which is to locate the strains and varieties 
which will produce the largest yields of dry shelled corn in the 
different sections and districts of the state. The Farm Crops 
Section of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station has co­
operated with the Iowa Corn and Small Grain Growers’ Asso­
ciation from the time the work was first undertaken in 1920. 
Since 1922 this cooperation has been shared by the Office of 
Cereal Crops and Diseases of the United States Department of 
Agriculture which at that time assigned a scientific assistant to 
the work.
Thru the agricultural press and the annual reports of the 
association, yearly results of the yield comparisons have been 
given the public. But inasmuch as the average of accumulated 
tests is of especial significance in. a comparative study of varie­
ties and strains, it is deemed advisable herewith to report cer­
tain results not previously available.
Efficiency Necessitates High Yielding Strains
Profits in corn production vary in proportion to the ability 
of the grower to produce maximum yields at minimum cost. 
This makes it of prime importance to plant varieties which 
possess inherently superior yielding ability. Good economic, as 
well as agronomic practice, might also include growing the 
crop on fewer, but more productive acres.
V A R IE T Y  N A M E S  N O T SIG N IF IC A N T
Many widely grown varieties of corn differ greatly in ma­
turity, general appearance and ability to yield. In this work 
no effort was made to compare these as recognized varieties, 
for it has been found that different strains of the same variety 
may vary as greatly in yielding ability as distinctly different 
varieties. A grower may, by a few years of persistent sélection 
along certain lines, change the general appearance of any va­
riety of corn to such an extent, that the average grower would 
not recognize the selected strain. The difference in yielding 
ability may be fully as great as the difference in appearance.
Scores of distinctly different strains of Silver King and hun­
dreds of strains of Reid Yellow Dent are being grown in Iowa. 
Investigations have shown majked differences in yielding abil­
ity of certain of these’strains. Two different strains of Boone
* Assistant Agronomist, Office of Cereal Crops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant In ­
dustry, United States Department of Agriculture.
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6County White differed in yield 18 bushels an acre in one com- 
parison. Seed of Silver King obtained in 1912 from 10 growers
in northern Iowa and com­
pared under similar soil con­
ditions and with the same 
stand, varied in yield from 
58.3 bushels to 87.8 bushels 
an acre.*
Seed of Reid Yellow Dent 
obtained from 40 growers, re­
siding in a narrow area ex­
tending thru the central part 
of Iowa from east to west, 
was included in a strain test 
in 1918 and again in 1919. 
The results of these tests 
showed that strains of Reid 
Yellow Dent developed and 
r*- a U M W  produced in the same section 
m  each of the four sections. of the state might differ in
yield as much as 20 bushels 
an acre under the same growing conditions.
P L A N  OF T H E  IN V E S T IG A T IO N  
The methods followed in conducting the test have varied 
somewhat from year to year. The practice has been to use those 
methods which seemed to give the most reliable results.
Acres - In Hundreds of Thousands
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Fig. 2. The average annual acreage of the different grain crops in Iowa for the 10 
years 1918 to 1927 inclusive.
8  * Hughes, H . D . Silver King-—A  Com  for Northern Iowa. Bui. Iow a Agr. Expt. 
Sta. 138. 1913. ■ .
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7Mg. 3. The annual acreage of the different grain crops in Iowa for the years. 1900 to 
1927 inclusive.
State Divisions
The state was divided into the four sections: Northern, 
North Central, South 'Central and Southern. Each section was 
divided further into a western, central and eastern district. 
One test field was located in each district. Figures 5, 6, 8, 9, 
13, 14, 15 and 16 show these divisions, the location of each test 
field, the location of growers whose strains were compared in 
the different years and the isothermal lines for each of the eight 
years during which the test was continued.
The number of days between the last killing frost in the 
spring and the first killing frost in the fall is an important con­
sideration in corn growing. The data presented in fig; 8 show 
a considerable variation in different parts of Iowa. The season 
is about 20 days longer in southern than in northern Iolva, with 
as much as 30 days difference between the northwestern and 
the southeastern portions of the state. ,
It is apparent from the mean isotherm, from the average 
length of the crop growing season and from practical experi­
ence that a division of the state into sections and districts from 
north to south and from east to west is necessary in an investi­
gation to determine the relative adaptability and yielding pow­
er of different strains of corn. As a rule, moving strains of corn 
from south to north, or vice versa, cannot be recommended.
7
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8During the period 1920 to 1924 inclusive, each strain entered 
was compared in each of the three districts of a section. Since 
1924, a strain might be compared in one or more districts. A 
strain thus compared has been termed a “ district entry”  and 
one compared in all three districts of a section a “ section en­
try.”
Selection of Strains for Tests
Corn growers and breeders were invited to enter their strains 
for comparison. During the first six years each individual was 
limited to three entries of different strains for any one section. 
This limit was removed in 1926. Each entrant indicated the 
section or district in which he wished his corn compared.
An entry fee of $10.00 a section was required of residents of 
Iowa and $40.00 of non-residents during the years 1920 to 1924 
inclusive. Beginning in 1925 the entry fee was $3.00 a district 
for residents of Iowa and $10.00 a district for non-residents. 
This entry fee was sufficient to pay approximately one-half the 
cost of making the test.
In order to insure absolute fairness to each entrant, each 
strain was assigned a number, by which it was known thruout 
the test.' A ll records of these numbers together with the names
8
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9Fig. The location of the test fields and the sources of strains entered— also the isothermal lines across the state— are shown on the above map for 19*20.
of the growers of the strains to which they were assigned were 
sealed and deposited in a local bank as soon -as all the entries 
had been received. By this system, the name of the owner of
Fig. 6. The location of the test fields and the sources of strains entered— also the 
isothermal lines across the-state— are shown in the above map for 19 /u .
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Fields by district Numbers
1920 11 12
Replications 
Size of plots in hills 
Rate planted 
Moisture basis 
corrected to 
Yield on shelled | 
__corn basis
4
air
dry
No
5
4 x  25 
4
1 5 
1 4 x  25
1 ■
5
4 x  25 
4
54 x  25 
4
5
4 x  25 
4
5
4 x  254
dry
1 air 
1 dry
air
dry
air
dry
air
dry
air
dry
No 1 No No No | No No
5
4 x  25 
4 
air 
dry
No
5
4 x  25 
4 
air 
dry
No
5 5
4 x  25 4 x  25 4 x  25
4 4 4air air
dry
No
dry dry
Replications 
Size of plots in hills 
Rate planted 
Moisture basis 
corrected to 
Yield on shelled 
corn basis
5
1
5 . ' 5
1 5x 25 
4
4 x  25 
1
4 x  25 
4
4 x  25 
3
4 x  25
3air
dry
air
dry
air 
. dry
air
dry
air
dry
No No No No No
5
4 x 2 !
3
air
dry
No
5
4 x  25 
3 
air 
dry
No
Replications |
Size of plots in hills | 
Rate planted 
Moisture basis 
corrected to 
Yield on shelled 
corn basis
1922
5
4 x  25 
3 
air 
dry
No
5
4 x  25 
3 
air 
dry
No
5 5 5x  25 1 4 x  25 |1 4 x  i
3 1 3 1 3air air 1
dry
| dry j dry
No No 1
5
4 x 25
5
4 x  25
| 5 
4 x 25
5
4 x  254 4 4 3air 1 air . airdry dry dry dry
No 1 No No No
Replications 
Size of plots in hills 
Rate, planted 
Moisture basis 
corrected to 
Yield on shelled 
corn basis
10 5 10 10 i  51 x  25 
1
4 x  25 
4
1 x  25 
4
1 x  25 
3
4 x  25 
3
dry
air
dry
air
dry
air
dry
air
dry
, No No' No No No
5 1
x 25 | 4 
3 1 
air I 
dry
5
x 25 
3 
air 
dry
19
1 x  25 
3 
air 
dry
5
4 x  25 
3 
air 
dry
5
4 x  25 
3 
air 
dry
5
4 x 
3 
air 
dry
No
1923
No No | No No 1 No
5
4 x  25 
3 
air 
dry
5
4 x 25 
3 
air 
dry
10
1 x  25 
3 
air 
dry
10 | 
. x  25 
3
1 1  
1 4 x  25 |
1 3
10
1 x  25 
3
! i o  
1 1 x  25 
3 1
1
5
1 4 x  2!
dry |
1 air 
dry
air
dry 1
1 . air 
dry 1
air
dry
No f No 1 No j No j No
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1924
Replications 
Size of plots in liills 
Rate planted 
Moisture' basis 
corrected to
10
3 x  25 
4 
air
dry |
i ,
10
3 x  25 
4 
air 
dry
10
3 x  25 
4 
air 
dry
10
3 x  25 
3 & 4 
air 
dry
| 10 
| 3 x  25 
-| 3 & 4 
| air 
1 dry
■
10 1 3 x  25 
3 & 4 
air 
dry
3 x  25 
3 & 4 
air 
dry
10
3 x  25 
3 & 4 
air 
dry
10
3 x  25 
3 & 4 
air 
dry
f
1 i o
3 x  25 | 
3 1 
air 1 
dry j
10 1 
3 x  25 | 
3 I 
air 
dry
10
3 x  25 
3 
air 
dry-
Yield bn shelled 
corn basis Yes Yes Yes Yes 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Yes 1 Yes 
1 1
Yes Yes
1925
Replications
Size of plots in hills
10
3 x  25
10
3 x  25
10
3 x  25
10
3 x  25
1
1 * 10 
| 3 x  25
10
3 x  25
10
3 x  25
1 i o
| 3 x  25
1 i o
{ 3 x  25 
4
1 i o
3 x  25 
1 3
10
3 x  25 
3
10
3 x  25 
3
Rate planted 4 4 4 3 &air
dry
air
dry
i Jk air air air
Moisture basis * 
corrected to
air
dry
air
dry
air
dry dry 1 dry dry j dry 1 dry dry dry
Yield .on shelled 
corn basis Yes
]______ !___
Yes
■
Yes
1__________
Yes | Yes
J __________
Yes Yes 1 Yes
1
| Yes 
1
1 Yes 
1
Yes
l _
Yes
1
1926
H j  1 1
Replications
Size of plots in hills |
10
3 x 25
10
3 x  25
10
3 x  25
10
2 x 12
10
3 x  25
1 ’ * 1 10 
| 3 x  25
~ I
10
3 x  25
10
2 x  12 
3
*  1 
3 x  25 
4
10
2 x  12 
3
10
3 x  25 
3
I
1 i o
I 3 x  25 
| 3
Rate planted 4 4 4 3 1
Moisture basis j 
corrected to 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 1 15% . 15% 15 %
15% 15% 15% 1 15%  
1
Yield on shelled | 
corn basis Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 1 Yes . Yes I Yes
1 Yes.. Yes Yes I Yes
1927
Replications
Size of plots in hills
Rate planted
10
3 x  25 / 
4
10
3 x  25 
4
10
3 x  25 
4
10
3 x  25 
3
10
3 x  25 
3
10
3 x  25 
3
10
3 x  25 
3
C'j’
10
4 x  12 
3
10
3 x  25 
3
10
3 x  25 
1 3
10
3 x  25 
3
j 10
| 3 x  25 
1 3 
1
Moisture basis 
corrected to 15% 15% 15% 15% | 15% 15% 15% 15 %
15% 15% 15% 15%
Yield on shelled 
corn basis Yes . Yes Yes 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes I Y e s '"
I Yes I Yes Yes | Yes
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12
any entry was not known until after the yield for each entry 
had been determined. J
Plot Technique
The details of plot technique are given in table I which shows 
the size of the plot, the number of replications, the rate of 
planting, the basis for calculating to uniform moisture content 
and whether yields were based on ear corn or shelled grain.
Size of Plot
19.21 and 1922 the plots consisted of four rows 
i S *ong *n exeePt one field where single rows each 
hills long were used. One-row plots 25 hills long were used 
in the western and eastern fields of each section in 1923 while 
the four-row plots were continued in the central fields. Begin­
ning m 1924 all plots consisted of three rows each 25 hills long 
except m 1926 when the plots in districts 4, 8 and 10 consisted 
of two rows each 12 hills long.
The two outside rows, of three and four-row plots, were used 
only as borders and were not harvested. The use of border 
rows has seemed desirable to insure uniform conditions for 
each strain. The same order of planting was maintained in all 
replications when border rows were used.
It seemed possible that border rows would not be necessary if 
the number of replications were increased and the order of 
p anting changed with each replication so that no two strains 
grew side by side more than once or twice. Elimination of the 
border rows reduces the size of the test field to one-third pr 
one-half. The smaller field usually is more uniform and more 
economical. For these reasons single-row plots 25 hills long, or 
two-row plots 12 hills long, were tried on certain fields as in­
dicated.
Plantings Replicated M any Times
Studies in field plot technique indicated that 250 hills, dis­
tributed in 10 25-hill plots to overcome variations in the pro­
ductivity of the soil, would insure satisfactorily accurate yield 
comparisons. The number of plots of each strain in each field 
was five in 1920, 1921 and 1922, except in district 7 in 1922 
where 19 single row plots were used. Since 1922, 10 plots gen­
erally have been planted.
Where .10 replications, were used, final section yields were 
based on the mean yield of 30 plots in three parts of the section, 
while district yields were based on the mean yield of 10 plots 
scattered over one field. Because of conditions which made the 
results unsatisfactory, it occasionally was necessary to discard 
certain plots.
12
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overcome soil differences.
The manner of distributing the strains over a field where 10 
replications were used is shown in" fig. 6. The plots of entry 
number 105 were distributed as indicated. The plots of each 
of the other strains entered for comparison were similarly dis­
tributed.
Entrants Determine Rate of Planting  
-All strains in each field were planted nt the rate of four 
kernels to the hill in 1920. Previous data indicated that under
13
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14
usual field conditions an average of about three plants to the 
hill would be produced from this rate of planting. This did not 
give the greatest satisfaction in the southern portion of the 
state, as some entrants believed their corn would not give a 
maximum yield except when planted at a certain rate: some 
suggested 2, others 3 and still others 4 kernels to the hill. The 
rate of planting data, as outlined under “ Results,”  were made 
available from year to year. Beginning in 1921 each entrant 
was requested at the time the entry was made, to state the 
desired number of kernels to be planted to the hill. Therefore 
beginning in 1921 and continuing thru 1926, the rate was de­
termined by the preference of the majority of those making en­
try. In the Northern Section this usually was four kernels 
to the hill and in the other three sections three kernels. In 
1927 the rate of planting was arbitrarily four kernels to the 
hill in the Northern Section and three kernels in each of the 
others.
¡Jesuits Based on Uniform Stands 
Persons entering corn were cautioned to be sure of its germ­
ination. Altho the seed planted generally was of strong vital­
ity, an occasional strain had an imperfect stand at the end of 
the season. In many cases this seemed to be due, in part at 
least, to the work of rodents or to damage in cultivation. As 
this test was conducted for the purpose of locating strains of 
inherently high yielding capacity, it seemed desirable to elim­
inate, insofar as possible, any cause of low yield which was 
purely mechanical in nature. A  correction was made, there-
Fig. 9. The location of the yield test fields and the sources o f strains entered— also the 
isothermal lines across the state— are sho’vyn in the above map for 1923.
14
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fore, so that the yields of all strains represented a uniform
"^ u rin ^ th ^ first four years this correction was made on the. 
J ™ f gthe regression "of yield on stand^ The yields of al 
plots in the field were grouped according to the 
Slants The class interval usually was five plants. The mea 
S ,  of plants and the mean plot yield were computed for 
SSpW oud These data were plotted and the curve of best fit was
Tpplifd From his curve /w a s  possible to obtain J ® «  
S  for any given stand in the Particular season and on the 
particular soil where the plantings were made. The fo*1« ™ «  
proportion gives the correction for any individual planting. 
Normal rteld with a given stand is to the normal yield with the 
1 3 1  as the*actual yield « t h  a t0
It seemed possible that poor stands o c J g t i i U B H  
inherent weaknesses in
of corn and that in making corrections for 
„„ intonated such strains would be favored, in ora 
i l V o S m t y  and still make the yield comparisons on as urn-l *  isssto mmm
f h T m e S c a r L ^ V h i s  e je c t io n  was made by | H  tnis meenamcai m resent by the total number of hills
dicate that about 10 percent of t e y  correction was
made up by each adjoining hill and m 1927 the correction w
made on this basis.
Yields on Uniform  Moisture Basis
Different varieties and strains of corn 
maturity and, consequently, m moisture content at husking 
time. Yields compared on the basis
h u s k i n g  t i m e ,  w i t h o u t  c o r r e c t i n g  f o r  t h e  d i I n
moisture content of the strains, would E  ... H B W l  mois- 
order that all strains might M M i B a M M W I  “ °ars 
ture content, shrinkage samples, v a r y i n g _ ^  tlie
from 50 to 100 pounds of each strain were COI1tent
testing fields. These were dried to a u n io  . . j n -^26 and
and the final yields calculated on an 1 /  ercent mois-
1927 the yields were calculated on a basis of 15 p
Yields on Shelled Com Basis H B H |
During the first four years of the investigation y 
based upon the production of ear corn. B e g n ^ g  W 
representative portion of each strain was shelled after
15
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been reduced to a uniform moisture content and the yields de­
termined on. the basis of shelled corn. Differences in shelling 
percentage of 2 and 3 percent were found.
Yields Compared on Basis of Uniform Soil
I  strain was planted in a number of plots, uniformly dis­
tributed over each testing field, in order that each might be 
grown on as uniform soil as possible. Repeating each strain 
five times did not always permit a satisfactory distribution. 
Therefore, every fifth plot was planted with the same kind of 
corn as a check or measure of the relative fertility of different 
parts of the field. These are referred to as check plots. The 
variation m yield of these plots measured the. variation in the 
| M ( B  ° f  the SOll‘ Check Plots were not used after 1924 as 
n,0t Seem necessary when each strain was planted in
10 different parts of the field.
Adjustments m yield to overcome soil differences were based 
on the yield of the check plots from 1920 to 1924 inclusive. The 
following method of correcting yield to the soil was used: The 
dmerence m yield between two successive check plots was di­
vided by the number of intervening plots plus one and the 
quotient added successively, beginning with the yield of the 
lower check plot. In this way the yield which might be ex- 
pected from each of the plots between the checks, if all were 
planted with the same kind of corn, was determined. The 
yields of individual entries of corn found to haye been planted 
on soil below the average in fertility were increased proportion-
16
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ately, while the yields of entries found to have been planted on 
soil above the average in fertility were decreased proportion­
ately.
To compute the adjusted yield the following proportion was 
used: The check yield of a given plot is to the mean yield of 
all checks as the actual yield of a given plot is to x. In using 
this method of correction it must be assumed that the increase 
or decrease in soil fertility between two adjacent check plots is 
consistently regular. It Would, of -course, be more accurate to 
plant every other plot with check corn, but for all practical 
purposes a check every fifth plot seemed to be entirely satis­
factory when the plantings were repeated as many as five times.
DISCUSSION OF R E SU L T S O TH ER T H A N  S T R A IN  A N D  
V A R IE T Y  C O M PAR ISO N S
In studying strains of corn to determine their yielding ability 
and their adaptation to different sections of the state, a num­
ber of factors which might influence the results have had con­
sideration. The studies involving these factors are considered 
under the following:
Rate of Planting as-Influencing the Yield.
Effect on Yield of Moving Seed Corn East or West.
Shelling Percentage as Influencing Yield.
Pig. l l .  In studying the relation between the number of kernels planted per hill and 
the number of plants per hill at harvest it was found that as the rate oi 
planting increased the percentage of plants reaching maturity decreased.
17
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Maturity at Harvest as Influencing Yield.
Experimental Methods Affecting Accuracy of Yield Comparisons.
Open-pollinated and Hybrid Strains Compared.
Rate of Planting- as Influencing Yield  
Some individual growers were of the opinion that their 
strains gave maximum yields when either more or less seed was 
used than was general over the state or when more or less than 
the rate used in planting the yield comparisons was planted.
As the yield of any strain or variety of corn may be influ­
enced by varying the rate of planting, it is evident that accur­
ate comparison for yield would not be possible unless all plots 
on any one field were planted at the same rate. An attempt 
was made to determine the most satisfactory rate for each sec­
tion of the state. The rate-of-planting studies were made on 
each of the 12 fields thruout the five-year period, 1920 to 1924 
inclusive. Four rates of planting, 2, 3, 4 and 5 kernels per hill,
her of kernels planted in a 
hill, the number of plants 
in a hill at the end of the 
season and the acre yield 
obtained are shown in ta­
ble XL
f
's '
*62.4
Increasing the rate from «
2 to 3 kernels resulted in x 60. ©
the same relative increase g SECTION
in yield in each section Q- 
of the state. Increas- ^
5Q*6Wmmm m
el- * . 66
ing to 4 kernels increased
the yield in all except the % ©2.6
Southern Section. An in­
crease to 5 kernels in­
creased the acre yield only 47 
in northern Iowa. How­
ever, the reduction in size 
of ear was such as to make 
a 5-kernel rate undesirable -S3 
there. In the northern 
part of the state it is evi-
G m /  
5 /
SECTION
m
dently profitable to plant 
four kernels per hill, par- Fig. 1 2 . 
tieularly when the crop is 
harvested with machinery 
or with livestock. Farther 
south the advantage of the 
heavier rates of planting is 
less apparent, 3 to 4 kernels
? 4
KERNELS PI-ANTED IN A HIU’
The relation between the number of 
kernels planted per hill and the yield 
in bushels per acre in the four differ­
ent sections of the state is shown. The 
advantage of the heavier rates of 
planting is apparent in the Northern 
section. This advantage becomes less 
continuous in the North Central and 
South Central sections. Three kernels 
seemed to be the maximum in southern 
Iowa.
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TA BLE  II . BATE H S K
IN CLU SIVE.
Mean for
1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 5 years
No.
kernels 
planted 
per hill
No. 
plants 
per hill
Yield
bus.
per acre
' No. 
plants 
per hill
Yield
bus.
per acre
No. 
plants 
per hill
Yield
bus.
per acre
No. 
plants 
per hill
Yield
bus.
per acre
No. 
plants 
per hill
Yield
bus.
per acre
No. 
plants 
per hill
Yield
bus.
per acre
Northern Section
2 | 1.72 •
3 I 2.40
4 2.88\,
5 1 3 45 ,ts>
51.54 
64.52 
74.11 a 
78.68
1.89 
2.84 
3.40 _ 
4.17 *
54.85 | 1.72 | 53.79 
67.08 2.55 1 67.90 
69.30 I 3.19 71.91 
72.66 1 4.04 1 72.33
1.78 
2.47 
3.23
3.78
48.90
58.01
58.24
61.63
1.37
2.08
2.58
2.94
27.83
34.25
38.21
43.75
1.70
2.47
3.06
3.68
47.38
58.35
62.35 
65.81
North Central Section
2
3
4
5
1.74 
2.44 
3.02 
3.71 '
53.78
66.96 
70.55 „6
75.97
1.74
2.66
'  3.26 ,7 
4.10
50.36 | 1.73 1 56.33 
60.61 "1 2.42 | 6 9 .6 3 -  
58.09 4" 3.15,41 74.69 ,,-3 
53.35 1 3.76 1 77.34
. 1.67 
2.29 
' 3.02 
3.59
50.16
56.56
60.08,/+
60.64
1.64
2.35
r 2.99 J 
3.51 *
32.41
39.44 
■ 40.34 
39.71
i . / i
2.43
3.09
3.74
58.64 ■
60.75
61.41
South Central Section
2 1.29 46.12 1.82 58.52 1.81 70.95 1.72 59.88
3 1.84 56.99 2.52 71.73 2.65 1 82.55 2.50 70.58
4 2.42 61.16 3 .32- 76.25 3.37 84.79 3.30 69.61
5 2.87 60.04 4.04 76.40 4.03 87.53 4.00 66.91
Southern Section
2 1.71 41.94 1.93 51.32 1.64 55.20 1.73 60.31
3 2.31 54.49 2.38 61.74 2.37 66.02 2.41 74.82
4 2.58 51.68 i 
50.20
3.04 58.65 3.11 66.23 3.13 70.06
3.71 57.4Q 4.00 69.93 3.74 75 35
1.63
2.29
3.03
3.86
1.44
1.97
2.63
3.03
32.10
39.12
44.21
42.25
1.65
2.36
3.09
3.76
53.52
64.19
67.20 
66.63
48.76
56.08
58.94
56.94
1.69
2;29
2.90
3.56
5Ì.50
62.63
61.11
61.96
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giving the best yield in central Iowa and 3 kernels in southern 
Iowa.
The number of plants per hill at harvest is always less than 
the number of kernels planted, and the ratio of kernels planted 
to plants at harvest is progressivly less as the planting rate is 
increased. The optimum rate o f :
Four kernels per hill in northern Iowa produced 3 mature plants
three to 4 kernels in central Iowa produced 2 %  to 3 mature plants,
three kernels m southern Iowa produced 2 %  mature plants.
Seed corn of high germination usually will give from 75 to 
5 percent as many plants as kernels planted. An average of 
the stands at harvest from the 12 fields in the four sections of 
the state for the five years showed that:
Two kernels planted gave 84 percent of a 2-plant stand at maturity.
Three kernels planted gave 80 percent of a 3-plant stand at maturity.
Four kernels planted gave 76 percent of a 4-plant stand at maturity.
Five kernels planted gave 74 percent of a 5-plant stand at maturity.
A thin stand of corn results in the production of a larger 
number of suckers than a thick stand. As it is difficult to 
identify all suckers at harvest, it is possible that this may ac­
count partly for the higher percentage of plants at harvest 
from the lower rate of planting.
Effect on Yield of M oving Seed Corn Eaat or W est
Preliminary to a possible comparison of varieties and strains 
of corn m different parts of the state, an investigation to deter­
mine the relative influence of hereditary characters and of en- 
yironmental change was begun in 1916 and continued thru 
and 1918. The state was divided into four sections, as in 
the present investigation, and a series of plantings made at 
intervals across the state. Corn was obtained from several 
growers m eaeh section and distributed from east to west 
hach strain of seed was divided into as many lots as there were 
growers from whom samples were- secured, one lot of each go- 
m^ C!?eack ^rower be planted in a comparative yield test on 
each-farm from which a sample was included.
. The results obtained indicated that strains which were rela­
tively high yielding on one testing field tended to be high yield­
ing when planted on other fields, and that it made relatively 
little difference whether the comparison was made on the farm 
where the corn was originally grown or on another farm on 
the opposite side of the state.
Later studies.indicate that some varieties and strains of corn 
nave a wider adaptation to soil and climate than others, but it 
is apparent both in this and in later work that heredity’ gener­
ally is a somewhat more important factor than adaptation to a
20
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particular soil or locality. Adaptation in this case refers to the 
period oi years in which a given sample has been grown on one 
soil or in one locality.
Planting comparisons were made in 1916 on five fields in. 
northern Iowa. The sample obtained from Cerro Gordo County 
yielded highest in Sioux, Kossuth and Allamakee Counties, 
second in Cerro Gordo County and fourth in Lyon County. A 
strain from Allamakee County yielded lowest on the Lyon, Kos­
suth and Sioux County fields and next to the lowest on the 
Cerro Gordo and Allamakee County fields. ^
No strain was outstandingly high yielding in 1917 in northern 
Iowa. The strain obtained from Allamakee County, however, 
was rather consistently low.
In north central Iowa in 1916 a strain obtained from Black- 
hawk County yielded highest in two of the three testing fields, 
while a strain obtained from Hamilton County gave the lowest 
yield on two of the three fields. In 1917 seed was obtained 
from four sources, but results were obtained from only two 
fields. A strain from Buena Vista County yielded highest on 
both of these fields, one from Hardin County was second on 
both, while the strains from Delaware and Blackhawk Counties 
were third and fourth, respectively, on both fields.
In south central Iowa the 1916 yields did not indicate any 
strain to be superior, but a sample from Linn County was con­
sistently low in yield. A strain from Clinton County stood 
first on four of the five fields and second on the fifth field in
21
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1917. A  sample from Story County was consistently low on all 
fields.
In southern Iowa in 1916 a strain from Montgomery County 
gave the highest yield on all but one of the fields, where it stood 
second. A  strain from Henry County stood in fourth place on 
all fields. The results obtained in 1917 indicated all strains to 
be medium producers.
The 1918 results were not sufficiently complete to have much 
value, but the yields obtained from the fields harvested were in 
keeping with those obtained the preceding two years.
The data obtained from section entries during the first five 
years of the Iowa Corn Yield Test offer an opportunity to con­
tinue these studies, as all samples were planted in comparison 
on the three different fields in each section— one in eastern, one 
in central and one in western Iowa. If local adaptation tended 
decidedly to overcome inherent yielding ability, those groups 
of strains originating in one district would be expected to pro­
duce relatively larger yields when planted locally than those 
groups introduced from other districts. In table III average 
yields are shown for entries in each district, grouped according 
to the district in which the seed was originally produced. Con­
sidered as a whole, these data show no tendency for local strains 
to produce larger yields than those introduced from a distance. 
The strains from any one district were made up of different lots 
from year to year as indicated by the varying number in the 
district groups. It might be expected that a group of strains 
originating in one district would be the higher yielding one 
year while a group from another district might be the higher 
yielding the following year. The variation in climatic condi­
tions from year to year is probably an important factor, the 
climate of one year being more favorable to certain strains 
than to others.
The data presented in table III offer 108 opportunities for 
comparing the yield of locally grown corn with corn introduced 
from other localities. The mean yield made by locally pro­
duced seed when planted locally is in bold face type and is 
comparable with the mean yields made by strains from other 
districts in the same section. In 64 of the 108 comparisons seed 
produced locally, when grown locally, slightly outyielded seed 
brought in from other districts in the same section; while in 44 
comparisons the introduced seed gave the highest yield. The 
differences in yield in practically all comparisons were ipiite in­
significant, particularly when the number of strains considered 
was sufficient to justify confidence in the data.
Table IV  shows the mean yields of groups of strains from all 
four sections for 1920 to 1924 inclusive, of either western, central, 
or eastern Iowa, planted in comparison with seed grown locally.
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T A BLE  I I I . IN FLUENCE ON Y IE L D  OF MOVING- SEED E A ST OR W EST. MEAN ACRE Y IE L D S  OF GROUPS OF STRAIN S GROW N 
LO C A LLY COM PARED W IT H  GROU PS O R IG IN A TIN G  IN  O T H E R  D IST R IC T S E IT H E R  EAST OR W EST.
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Northern Section
9 43.61 1 87.83 1 69.11 ] 3 1*65.21 *74.79 *59.23 I 3 *61.74 *77.21 *66.77 1 *51.76 *59.62 *41.31 1 6 31.33 38.02 1 ..........
9 44.81 88.21 72.02 6 67.69 I 74.82 58.15 6 60.57 79.33 1 65.77 11 57.21 62.25 43.72 1 7 31.12 40.05 1 ..........
East Dist. 7 48.37 85.31 74.40 2 1*66.38 1*73.09 *57.36 1 1 *60.49 *76.19 1*66.50 3 *55.64 1*62.70 *45.47 1 3 *29.68 *38.42 1 ..........
North Central Section
13 70.23 80.45 45.41 16 71.76 1 47.76 39.36 1 13 1 69.74 1 53.85 1 73.54 14 65.74 I 40.45 53.46 1 17 39.12 45.47 20.54
12 70.19 79.37 43.62 10 74.03 1 49.14 38.82 8 1 67.82 1 56.29 1 73.31 5 66.51 40.12 51.74 1 8 39.22 47.00 19.62
East Dist. 3 *68.30 *80.30 *45.30 3 *74.21 1*49.63 *32.75 1 .1 1*75.24 1*59.79 *74.04 1 4 1 65.61 I 39.15 1 52.16 [ 3 *39.68 *47.09 *22.35
South Central Section
W est Dist._ 10
23
83.16
83.28
89.61 1 
89.15
9
16
68.37 1 
70.93
64.02 1 
64.56
73.23 1 
73.34 I
5 1 
10
79.87 
79.96 1
75.92 
76.04 1
61.93 
63.27 1
0
11 1 51.93 ! 71.37 64.52 I
3 1*34.05 
18 33.74 1
*55.55 1 
59.39
*15.87
14.94
East Dist. 10 81.80 91.63 9 70.28 65.73 73.30 1 5 79.36 73.96 63.47 8 53.40 69.61 66.31 1 11 1 30.58 56.40 1 15.09
Southern Section
W est Dist. 
Central Dist. 
East Dist.
1 as.S3 1 4Q 41 1 9~ 66.06 69.42 59.15 1 5 35.47 1 71.17 77.01 1 9 1..... .... 1 51.76 1
2 *62.56 *73.78 *55.35 1 3 1*39.51 |*73.89 *77.76 10 .........  51.07 1
1 34Ì90 1 52.05 --------  1 7 63.71 70.73 54.73 j 4 35.52 1 70.75 77.02 1 7 [ ..... .... 1 53.45 1
8 I 57.27 I 58.74 I 39.24
5 I 57.73 I 60.50 | 37.18
8 I 54.03 1 59.86 | 36.29
* Starred groups are not used in average of groups shown in table IV  because of too few strains to make the groups rpresentative.
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T A BLE  IY . COM PARATIVE Y IE L D S  OF LOCALLY GROW N AND 
INTRODU CED STRAIN S
No. of 
strains 
in group
Source
of
strains
Place where 
comparison 
was made
Yield
] bus. to the 
acre
110 Western Iowa Western Iowa 59.70
90 Central Iowa Western Iowa 60.23
80 Western Iowa
• . ;
Western Iowa 56.47
61 Eastern Iow a Western Iowa 56.47
113
.
Central Iowa Central Iowa 62.41 .
113 Western Iowa Central Iowa 61.79
123 Central Iowa Central Iowa 64.23
79 Eastern Iowa Central Iowa 63.44
61 Eastern Iowa Eastern Iowa | 73.97
78 Western Iowa Eastern Iowa 73.85
58 Eastern Iowa Eastern Iowa 65.79
89 Central Iowa Eastern Iowa 64.66
Little difference was found in the mean yields of the various 
groups. For example, 110 strains originating in western Iowa 
were planted in western Iowa in comparison with 90 strains 
originating in central Iowa and produced .53 of a bushel less 
than the introduced strains. No difference was found between 
the mean yield of 80 strains originating in western Iowa and 
planted in western Iowa in comparison with 61 strains from 
eastern Iowa. In the four other comparisons possible, the dif­
ferences in acre yield between the locally grown and the intro­
duced seed are not considered significant. Strains originating
24
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north or south of the section in which they were grown for com­
parison were not included in these results.
Occasionally a strain originating along the border of a district 
was grown approximately as near the field in central Iowa as 
to the east or west field. In order to eliminate such strains and 
to get a more definite effect of interchanging com between east­
ern and western Iowa, or of moving from one loess soil to an­
other, the central districts were omitted in table V .
The yield from seed originating in the district where the tests 
were made was considered 100 percent, and the yield of strains 
from the opposite side of the state was calculated in percentage 
of the yield of the seed produced locally. For example, in the 
Northern Section in 1920, the entries from eastern Iowa when 
planted in the western district produced 10.91 percent more 
than the local strains and when planted locally the eastern strains 
yielded 7.11 percent more than the group from western Iowa. 
In other words, the eastern group of strains produced more than 
the western group when compared in both western and eastern 
Iowa. Fifteen comparisons were made between groups grown 
in both eastern and western Iowa. In 12 of these comparisons 
the same group of strains yielded highest in fields on both sides
TABLE V. INFLUENCE ON Y IE L D  OF MOVING SEED ACROSS THE STATE. 
COM PARATIVE Y IE L D S  IN PERCENTAGES W H EN  CORN IS  MOVED 
FROM ONE SIDE OF TH E ' STATE TO TH E OTHER. FOR A  B ASIS OF 
COMPARISON THE Y IE L D  FROM  SEED PRODU CED LOCALLY, W H EN  
GROWN LOCALLY, IS  IN  EACH CASE 100 PERCENT.
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District in which compared
1920
West East
1921
West ■ East
1922
West East
1923
West East
1924
West East
Northern Section
West
1,
100.00 92.89 100.00
1 1
103.26 100.00 100.41 100.00 90.85
1 . . 
1100.00
East 110.91 100.00 101.79 100.001
1
97.98 100.00 107.50 100.00] 94.73 
1
North Central Section
West
i
100.00
u  ...
100.241100.00 120.18 100.00 99.32 100.00 102.49
1 ■  
1100.00 91.90
East 97.25'
1
100.00 103.41
■ H
100.00 107.89 100.00 . 99.80 100.001101.43
1
100.00
South Central Section -
West
1
.91.80 1100.00 99.90 100.00 97.57
1 1 1  
100.00 105.17
East 100.00 102.79 
■ ■
-100.00 99.36 100.00 j 89.81 10Ó.00
Southern Section
West
1 |
1100.00‘ l io o .o o 108.08 100.00 99.99
H
98.921100.00 108.13
East j 98.78 96.44 100.00 100.14 100.01 100.001 94.34 
1
100.00
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of the state. In the remaining three comparisons the order of 
yield is changed in going from one side of the state to the other. 
In two of these three comparisons the introduced strains out- 
yielded the local strains, while in the other the locally produced 
seed yielded most. A  total of 34 comparative yields of groups 
of local strains and introduced strains is possible, considered on 
a. yearly basis. In 18 comparisons the average yield of the local 
strains was highest, while in 16 comparisons the yields of in­
troduced strains were highest. In a number of the comparisons, 
however, the differences were very small.
Considering the limits of the state, it seems logical to conclude 
that the average sample of com will yield as satisfactorily when 
grown either to the east or to the west of the point of origin as 
when planted locally. As will be brought out later, some strains 
seem to be more limited than others in their adaptation.
Influence of Shelling Percentage on Yield
The yields reported have been on the basis of shelled corn 
from 1924 to 1927 inclusive. Table VI shows the coefficients of 
correlation between shelling percentage and yield in each of the 
four years. Data are reported from 46 different fields. There 
was a positive correlation between shelling percentage and yield 
in 44 of the 46 fields, and 31 of the 44 were significant.
The correlation coefficients were statistically significant in 7 
of the 11 districts in 1924. In districts 4, 6, 7 and 8 the cor­
relation coefficient was less than three times the probable error.
In 1925, a slight negative relation was indicated in districts 
7 and 11, altho the correlation coefficient was not large enough 
to be considered significant. Five of the nine positive coefficients 
were statistically significant.
In 1926 'the correlation was significant in 10 of the 12 fields.
In 10 of 12 fields in 1927 the yields tended to increase as the 
shelling percentage increased. In only districts 4 and 11 did 
this relation seem to be insignificant.
The coefficient of correlation measures the degree to which 
two characters vary together. Correlation between two charac­
ters implies a relationship in which one affects the other, or both 
are affected by a third factor. For example, if yield increases 
with increases in the number of plants on an acre, a positive co­
efficient of correlation would be found between yield and stand. 
I f the yield and maturity, as measured by the percentage of 
moisture at harvest, are compared for a number of strains and 
jt is found that, as the percentage of moisture increases the yield 
decreases, a negative correlation exists. In other words, when 
two characters increase or decrease together, the coefficient of 
correlation measures the degree to which they change together.
I f  each character changes in perfect unison with the other,
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TABLE Y I. COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION  BETW EEN  SH ELLIN G P E R ­
CENTAGE AND Y IE L D  OF E N TRIES IN TH E .OPEN-POLLINATED CLASS, 
FOR EACH OF THE Y E A RS 1924 TO 1927 IN CLU SIVE, IN  EACH OF THE 
12 D ISTRIC TS OF TH E IO W A  CORN Y IE L D  TEST.
District | 1924 1925 1926 1927
1 0.557 -+- 0.099 0.333 -+- 0.111 0.285 -+- 0.119 0.395 -+- 0.124
2 0.386 -+- 0.122 0.620 -+- 0.078 0.221 -+• 0.104 0.601 Hi 0.079
3 No data 0.365 H- 0.134 0.565 SB 0.123 0.478 -+- 0.144
4 0.262 -+- 0.103 0.110 -+■ 0.077 0.528 -+- 0.074 0.096 -+- 0.120
5 0.524 -+- 0.080 0.586 -+- 0.056 0.627 PB 0.071 0.529 -+- 0.083
6 0.244 -+- 0.104 0.493 -+- 0.095 0.348 IB 0.114 0.588 H- 0.107
7 0.268 H- 0.102 -0 .0 3 1  Ü  0.108 0.423 -B 0.095 0.335 -+- 0.097
8 0.223 -+- 0.104 0.475 -+- 0.071 0.316 -H 0.100 0.328 -S  0.093
9 0.527 -+- 0.079 0.010 -U 0.096 0.496 -+- 0.089 0.344 £3 0.110
10 0.581 -H (1.091 0.054 £9 0.114 0.705 •+- 0.063 0.464 -4- 0.094
11 0.678 -+- 0.074 -0 .1 3 7  -P 0.115 0.680 -+- 0.070 0.180 SS 0.142
12 0.604 -+- 0.087 No data 0.573 ,-t- 0.091 0.581 ± :  0.093
then the coefficient of correlation will be -[-1.00. I f one character 
increases as another decreases and the rate of change is the same 
in each, then the coefficient of correlation -will be — 1.00. The 
largest coefficient therefore will be 1.00, either positive or nega­
tive. Usually two characters do not change at the same rate; 
hence, the coefficients are usually less than 1.00.
The significance of a correlation is measured in terms of its 
probable error. For example in Table Y I the coefficient of cor­
relation between shelling percentage and yield in district 1 in 
1926 is 0.557 with a probable error of 0.099 and is written 
0.557 d= 0.099. The coefficient is more than five times its prob­
able error; therefore, it is considered significant. A  coefficient 
usually is considered significant if it is at least three times its 
probable error.
Fig. 15. The location of the yield test fields and the sources of strains entered— also 
the isothermal lines across the state— are shown on the above map for 1926.
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TABLE V*EI. • MEAN SH ELLIN G PERCENTAGE OP OPEN -POLLIN ATED 
STRAIN S ARRAN G ED IN  TH R EE  GROU PS IN ORDER OP Y IE L D ,
Upper Middle Lower
District .third third third
1924
1
2
3
79.3
79.1
78.8 . 
79.2
76.4
77.3
4 80.3 79.5 79.0
5 78.7 78.2 76.5
6 78.8 78.7 78.3 '
7 82.3 82.1 81.6
8 82.7 81.7 82.0
9 74.1 72.8 72.0
10 82.9 81.5 81.0
11 83.6 82.4 82.3
12 82.1 81.7 80.8
1925
1 82.4 81.9 81.2
2 82.5 81.6 80.6
3 81.1 81.1 ■ 79.4
4 81.1 81.1 80.5
5 82.8 82.7 81.6
6 79.9 78.0 77.8
7 83.3 83.2 83.3 .
8 83.0 80.8 79.8
9 80.9 81.1 80.7
10 82.9 82.9 83.0
11 82.7 83.6 83.1
12 '
1926
1 85.1 85.4 84.1
2 85.0 • 84.9 • 84.4
3 83.4 82.9 81.3
4 84.1 84.4 82.8
5 85.1 84.2 82.8
6 84.3 84.6 83.1
7 86.2 85.7 85.4
8 85.9 85.2 85.0
9 85.0 84.6 83.7
10 85.3 84.3 83.5
11 85.7 84.7 84.3
12 84.0 83.6 81.7
1927
1 79.6 79.0 77.8
2 78.8 77.9 75.3
3 78.3 77.8 77.1
4 80.7 81.3 80.3
5 79.9 80.0 78.3
6 78.7 78.7 77.4
7 81,2 80.7 80.3
8 82.0 81.2 - 81.0
9 81.6 81.5 80.9
10 80.8 80.3 .79.1
11 80.1 79.7 79.9
12 | 82.5 81.2 80.8
Another type of comparison is made possible by dividing all 
entries for each year in any field into three groups according 
to yield and determining the megn shelling percentage for each 
of these groups. In table Y II the mean shelling percentages for
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the high, the medium and the low yielding groups for each field 
in the years 1924 to 1927 inclusive are shown. In 43 of the 47 
field comparisons the third of the samples which yielded highest 
also had the highest shelling percentage. It is evident that, for 
the open-pollinated strains in the yield test, the strains with the 
highest shelling percentages tended to be the highest yielding.
Influence of M aturity at Harvest on Yield
The percentage of moisture in com at harvest rather accurately 
indicates its relative maturity. Data obtained by the Iowa Crop 
and Weather Service for 37 years, 1890 to 1926 inclusive show 
rather definitely that while there has been & gradual increase m 
the average acre yield thru that period there has also been a 
decrease in the percentage of the crop considered marketable. 
This means that the average crop of recent years was less rtiature 
than crops of earlier years. Iowa farmers are believed .to be 
selecting ears for seed and to be changing to varieties and strains 
of corn which are a trifle large and consequently later in rliatur- 
ity than can be depended upon to mature safely in the average 
season.
Do varieties and strains of corn which crowd the season pjo- 
duce the largest yields of grain, leaving out of consideration for 
the time the matter of quality of produce? The relation between 
the moisture content at harvest and the yield of dry shelled com 
produced by different strains on the same soil and under uniform 
climatic conditions should give valuable information on this 
question. .
The correlation between moisture content at harvest and yield 
is shown in table V III for each of the 12 fields in 1926 and 1927 
The negative correlation shown in each of 9 fields in 1926 would 
indicate that the more mature the variety, the larger the yield 
of diy shelled corn. In 4 of the 12 fields the correlations were 
not sufficiently high to be considered significant.
In 1927 all the correlations were negative with but one ex­
ception-—district 11—-for which the probable error is larger
TABLE V III . COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION  BETW EEN  MOISTURE AND  
VTTTTjT) OU1 E N TR IE S IN  THE OPEN -POLLIN ATED CLASS, FOR 1HE 
S  1926 AND m l ï ,  IN  EACH  OF THE 12 DISTRIC TS OF TH E IO W A  
CORN Y IE L D  TEST.
District 1926 1927
1 0.232 -+- 0.1-23 -0 .3 4 1  Ü  0.130
2 -0 .1 0 9  -+- 0.108 —0.694 -+- 0.064
3 -0.58*2 -+- 0.119 -0 .7 9 8  0.068
4 ' -0 .2 7 9  0.095 -0 .5 0 4  -+- 0.090
' 5 -0 .4 3 5  -+- 0.095 -0 .7 3 8  -+- 0.053
6 -0 .3 4 4  -+- 0.114 -0 :7 7 4  -4- 0.066
7 . 0.183 -+- 0.112 -0 .2 4 5  -+- 0.103
8 0.246 -+" 0.104 -0 .2 9 9  -4" 0.095
9 —0.645 '■+• 0.069 -0 .6 4 4  M 0.073
10 -0 .5 4 1  -+" 0.089 -0 .4 0 3  -1- 0.100
11 -0 .6 6 1  -+- 0.073 0.086 E9 0.146
12 -0 .6 8 0  -+- 0.073 -0 .7 0 6  -4- 0.071
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TABLE IX . MEAN M OISTURE CONTENT AT H A R V E ST  OF OPEN -POLLIN AT­
ED STRAIN S ARRANG ED IN TH REE GROUPS IN ORDER OF Y IE L D .
Percent average moisture content
District Upper third Middle third | Lower third
1926
1 28.0 27.7 25.1
2 31.6 32.1 32.6
1 3 38.6 37.8 44.1
4 26.4 26.1 28.5
* 5 31.4 33.5 35.0
6 36.3 38.1 38.8 ,
7 22.6 21.6 21.8
8‘ 23.6 22.8 22.4
9 31.2 33.8 37.0
10 22.1 23.2 24.3
11 29.1 31.6 34.1
12 33.1 34.7 38.7
1927
1 24.7 27.1 1 27.4
2 29.1 34.4 I 36.83 1 30.3 32.6 1 36.6
•4 1 27.8 28.7 1 30.9 '
5 ] 26.5 26.7 1 33.6
6 I 37.0 41.2 I 46.6
7 ! 26.3 28.2 1 30.58 17.7 19.3 1 19.39 f 35.6 39.5 1 42.0
10 23.2 23.7 ' ! 25.611 37.1 37.4 l 38.3
— 12_______ 29.2 30.2 1 34.0
than the correlation coefficient. These data would indicate that 
the high yielding strains of corn are the strains which get ripe 
and that late maturity usually means low yield.
These data are presented in a different form in table IX, in 
which the entries in the different fields for each of the two years 
have been divided into three groups according to yield—high, 
medium and low— and the mean moisture content for each group 
determined. The best maturity is found in the higher yielding 
strains in nearly every field.
Experimental Methods Affecting the Accuracy of Yield  
Comparisons
All entries in the Iowa Com Yield Test for the five-year period, 
1920 to 1924 inclusive, were section entries so that exactly the 
same strains of corn were planted in each of the three district 
fields of a section. This makes it possible to determine, math­
ematically, the consistency with which these entries produced 
in the different fields.
The correlation coefficients shown in table X , obtained be­
tween the yields of strains when planted in one field and the 
yields of the same strains when planted in another field, measure 
the extent to which the same relative position in yield is main-
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tained by the different strains in the two fields. If the different 
strains had all produced exactly the same relative yields in each 
field, the correlation coefficient would have been 1.00.
It will be observed that the coefficients of correlation between 
the different fields were relatively low, particularly during the 
earlier years of the test. These low correlations may be account­
ed for in part by the probability that in many cases the variation 
in yield between different entries may be well within the range 
of probable error and still change the ranking of the different 
entries to such an extent as to reduce the correlation.
In some cases low correlations are accounted for by marked 
difference in climatic conditions which prevailed ,at some time 
during the season and which might be expected to have a ma­
terial influence on the relative yields of the different entries.
The most important information to be noted in table X  is the 
steady and regular increase in correlation between the different 
fields from 1920 to and including 1924. The fact that the dif­
ferent strains have maintained the same relative positions in 
yield in the fields under comparison with increasing frequency 
as the work has progressed from year to year, would indicate 
that steady improvement has been made in the experimental 
methods used.
In 1924 with 10 systematically distributed, three-row plots, 
the coefficients for each field comparison indicate a rather high 
degree of consistency in yield rank for the different strains when 
planted and compared on two fields. The planting of three-row 
plots replicated 10 times has been the regular procedure since 
1924, as shown in table I.
TABLE X . CORRELATIONS BETW EEN  Y IE L D S  OF E N TR IE S IN TH E D IF ­
FERENT FIE LD S.
Districts 1 1920 Î  1921 I 1922 1923 | 1924
Northern Section
West and Central 
West and East 
Central and East
I .310-K 120I .1 0 2 -K 1 7 8 | -.4 3 0 ± .1 5 9  
I .321-K 119I .465-K 141I ,0 9 5 ± .1 9 3  
! .366-K 115I .310-K 1631—.4 7 3 ± .1 5 1
.480-+-.113| 
.1 42 -K Î44 ] 
-,197-K 142|
.6 3 8 ± .0 8 5
North Central Section
West and Central 
West and East 
Central and East
1 .256-K113I .263-K 115I ,3 7 6 ± .1 2 1  
| .265-K 113I .020-1-.123| ,7 0 4 ± .0 7 1  
1 .132-K 119! .407-t - .1031 ,4 8 2 ± .1 0 8
.357-1-.113| 
.406-1-:108| 
.183-1-.125
.420Jz .091 
.451“+-.088 
,6 0 9 ± .0 7 0
South Central Section
West and Central 
West and East 
Central and East
I .220-K 092I .272-+-.095| ,5 3 3 ± .0 9 7  
« ■ I  I .307-1-.0931 ,2 6 9 ± .1 2 5  
1 .068-K 102Ì ,2 4 2 ± .1 2 7
.420-1-. 121 
.667-1-.082 
.643-K 086
.794- K 040 
.597-+-.070 
,6 4 5 ± .0 6 4
Southern Section
West and Central 
West and Hast 
Central and East
I .186-+-.1391 .113-K 145| -.123± .177|
| 1 .253 —t— .1381 .291-K 165I ,0 9 4 ± .1 2 2  
■| -  | ,0 7 0 -K  1471 .340-K159I
.812-+'.047 
.694-+-.071 
.509-+-.102
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Open-pollinated and H ybrid Strains Compared
A hybrid is the product which results from crossing two or 
more varieties, breeds, or strains. The usual purpose of crossing 
is to combine the desirable characters possessed by the parents. 
Another object may be to secure an increase in yield as a result 
of the increase in vigor which often results.
The crossing of open-pollinated plants such as corn does not 
result in a uniform or stable strain, and to produce a new variety 
or strain by this means it is necessary to continue selection thru 
a considerable number of years.
Most of the hybrids which have been entered in the yield test 
have been hybrids of inbred lines. Advantage is taken of the 
increase in vigor found in the seed of the first cross by planting 
seed only of the first generation, new seed being proyided for 
the next crop by again making exactly the same cross. Not all 
crosses result in increased yields or improved quality; in fact 
a large percentage do not. The only way in which progress is 
possible by this, method of breeding is to make a very large 
number of crosses of different inbred lines and then, by careful 
field tests, determine the combinations which have the greatest 
value.
Nearly all the hybrids which have shown unusual value in the 
Iowa Corn Yield test were produced by crossing strains of corn 
which had been inbred thru a number of generations, usually 
six or more.
The first entry of a hybrid corn in the test was made in 1923. 
In 1924 there were four hybrids and in 1925 there were 10. Pre-
_  *•'» ' t-nt-u in / c o  /
O  D i s t r i c t
Fig. 16. The location of the yield test fields and the sources of strains entered— also 
the isothermal lines across the state— are shown in the above map for 1927.
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TABLE X I . OPEN -POLLIN ATED STRAIN S AND H Y B R ID S  COM PARED FOR Y IE L D , MOISTURE CONTENT AT H A RV E ST, SHELL- 
• . ING- PERCENTAGE A N D .W E IG H T  OF E A R ; 1926 AND 1927.
No. strains 
, comprising 
mean
Mean yield 
bns. per acre
Maximum
yield
Minimum
yield
Percent 
moisture 
at harvest
Mean
shelling
percentage
Mean number 
ears per 100 lbs. 
15 percent corn
District O.P. ü  H ybrid O.P. | Hybrid O.P. 1 Hybrid I • O.P. I Hybrid O.P. . I Hybrid O.P. 1 Hybrid | O.P. ! Hybrid
1926
1 27 6 69.65 81.11 84.34 92.12 57.11 69.94 26.9 28.6 84.9 84.9
2 3 è * 2 59.89 63.90 66.38 63.98 51.86 63.82 32.1 35.9 84.8 33.0
3 14 2 39.36 38.95 45.84 39.11 31.27 38.79 40.4 49.5 82.5 79.4
4 43 ■ 13 55.56 63.28 64.79 71.68 47.38 53.78 27.0 27.5 83.8 83.8
5 33 12 64.03 66.41 77.69 75.21 54.52 62.63 33.3 34.7 84.0 82.2
6 27 9 48.48 49.22 53.66 58.31 41.77 40.10 37.7 38.4 84.0 82.6
7 34 13 75.14 80.99 81.99 84.53 68.30 76.48 22.0 20.4 85.8 83.7
8 37 34 71.61 79.04» 85.36 91.36 59.25 69.27 22.9 22.1 85.3 84.7
9 33 18 64.55 69.49 73.62 81.56 56.72 61.38 34.0 32.2 84.5 83.9
10 29 7 47.25' 52.49 52.15 59.82 39.04 47.00 23.2 21.7 84.4 82.8
11 27 8 57.42 60.07 64.77 70.03 50.41 54.43 31.6 27.7 84.9 83.5
12 25 9 41.41 ; 44.06 47.13 50.24 31.81 37.48 35.5 31.5 83.1 84.2
1927
1 21 11 57.29 64.16 62.65 74.48 51.24 53.97 26.4 25.9 78.8 78.4 294 297
2 30 7 34.46 39.34 39.94 44.83 26.61 30.24 33.2 35.8 77.3 77.0' 411 416
3 13 6 51.26 55.65 59.57 60.62 44.37 50.19 33.1 36.7 77.6 77.7 303 312
4 31 12 69.98 • 71.78 79.87 87.50 57.33 60.62 29.1 32.4 80.7 78.8 202 197
5 34 9 46.26 51.69 54.53 58.31 30.92 42.00 28.9 29.6 79.4 78.5 257 263
6 17 7 49.40 53.70 58.10 61.15 33.34 49.09 41.6 42.6 78.2 77.8 223 242
7 38 43 50.55 52.43 59.88 59.88 40.70 41.72 28.3 28.6 80.7 80,3 230 217
8 42 71 68.46 69.22 77.56 82,32 58.03 56.77 18.8 19.3 81.4 80.3 190 194
9 29 22 46.72 44.66 54.26 53.91 38.74 30.61 39.0 40.6 81.3 80.8 260 266
10 32 5 50.29 52.22 59.95 60.07 43.05 46.80 24.2 21.3 80.1 ' 80.9 193 208
11 ■ 21 6 47.28 152.43 54.04 57.59 35.43 47.31 37.6 34.7 79.9 79.9 228 244
12 23 7 50.89 53.23 59.12 57.66 38:61 44.07 31.1 30.0 81.5 80.8 '229 240
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vious to 1926 the hybrid and open-pollinated strains were com­
pared in the same class bnt beginning in that year a separate 
class was provided for all hybrid entries containing one or more 
selfed lines!
The field plantings of hybrid and open-pollinated strains were 
interspersed in each of the different fields in such a way that 
the resulting7 yields are comparable. The mean yields of the 
two classesr the percentage of moisture at harvest, the shelling 
percentage and the relative weight of ear are shown in table 
XI.
The mean yield of the hybrids was greater than that of the 
open-pollinated strains in 11 of the 12 districts in 1926. This 
performance. was repeated in 1927. In district 3 in 1926 
the mean yield of the open-pollinated strains was .41 of a bushel 
more than that of the hybrids and in district 9 in 1927 2.06 
bushels more. Both of these districts are on the eastern side 
of the state, where thé hybrids usually have not shown as much 
superiority over the open-pollinated strains as they have shown 
in central and western Iowa.
The highest yielding entry in both 1926 and 1927 was a hybrid 
in 9 of the 12 fields. In 1926 the lowest yielding entry in 11 
fields was an open-pollinated strain, and in 1927 the lowest in 
10 fields was also an open-pollinated strain.
The mean moisture content of the hybrids at harvest was 
higher than that of the open-pollinated strains in 6 of the 12 
fields in 1926 and in 8 of the twelve fields in 1927. In both years, 
with but few exceptions, the hybrids in the northern fields con­
tained more moisture and in the southern fields less moisture, 
tho the difference usually was not great. The exceptions were 
in district 3 in 1926, where the hybrids showed a noticeably 
higher moisture content, and in district 11 and 12, where it was 
somewhat lower than that of the open-pollinated strains.
This probably is accounted for by the fact that most of the 
entries in the hybrid class were produced in central Iowa from 
selfed lines grown there thru a period of years. That the per­
sons making these hybrid entries had in mind the earlier ma­
turity required in northern Iowa and the later maturity of south­
ern Iowa and that they selected lines for crossing accordingly, 
is indicated by the relatively slight differences in maturity be­
tween the open-pollinated and hybrid groups planted in these 
sections.
The open-pollinated strains had a higher shelling percentage 
in nine of the fields in 1926 and again in 1927, altho in most cases 
the differences were not great. The greatest difference was in 
district 3 where in both years the hybrids had a low shelling 
percentage. It was in this field that the hybrids had an un-
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usually high moisture content in each of the two years, indicat­
ing late maturity.
The average weight of the hybrid ear was less than that of the 
open-pollinated strains, as indicated by the greater number of 
ears in 100 pounds of the progeny in 1927. The average hybrid 
ear was smaller in 10 of the 12 fields in spite of the fact that 
on 9 of these same fields the yield of this group was greater. 
This evidently means that the hybrids produced a larger number 
of ears per hundred plants with perhaps fewer barren plants.
The very good showing made by hybrids between inbred lines 
in the Iowa Corn Yield test during the past five years has aroused 
considerable interest in this method of corn improvement. In 
fact this is the only method of breeding which seems to give any 
promise of worth while increases in acre yield above that being 
obtained at present from our better open-pollinated varieties and 
strains. The United States Department of Agriculture and the 
different state stations thruout the Com Belt, including the Iowa 
station, are giving particular attention to this method of breed­
ing, almost to the exclusion of all others.
Inbred lines in corn are produced by self-pollinating the corn 
plant thru several generations. To obtain a self-fertilization the 
ear shoot is covered before the silks appear, and then after the 
silks have emerged pollen is collected from the tassel of the same 
plant and dusted on the silks. The ear shoot and silks are im­
mediately covered again to prevent accidental cross-pollination.
Inbreeding by self-fertilization results in a marked decrease 
in the vigor of the com plant, the yield being reduced approx­
imately 50 percent the first season that such seed is planted. 
When these inbred plants are again self-pollinated, a still further 
reduction of perhaps 30 percent is noted. In following genera­
tions the decrease in vigor is not so great, tho in most cases there 
is a gradual reduction for five or six generations. Many strains 
are so weak after three or four generations of selfing that 
they cannot be continued further, while many others are dis­
carded because of weaknesses which become apparent.
Recombination of inbred lines restores the vigor. I f the proper 
combinations are made, a marked increase in yield over the or­
iginal strains is obtained.
Two or several inbred lines may be combined in producing the 
hybrid. When this is done on a commercial scale three rows of 
the mother line may be planted to one of the pollinating parent, 
the one row producing sufficient pollen for the other three. Ap­
proximately 25 hours of hand labor are required per acre for 
the detasseling.
Not every hybrid between inbred lines, however, is a high 
yielder. Some combinations are mediocre and some are even 
inferior. The only known method of getting the right combina-
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tion is to produce as many inbred lines as is practically possible, 
comparing the results of different combinations. Once the right 
combination is found it can be made again and again.
The Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station is producing a 
large number of inbred lines of corn, endeavoring to find those 
which combine best. From 12 to 15 thousand self-pollinations 
are made at Ames each year. In 1926 the first comparison of 
hybrids produced from these inbred lines was made after several 
years of continued selfing. A  total of 470 combinations was 
grown in the field with 9 high yielding standard varieties as 
checks; in 1927 561 hybrids were grown in comparison with 12 
high yielding standard varieties as checks. In the 1926 experi­
ments the best hybrid outyielded the best variety by 30 percent; 
in 1927 by 24 percent.
It is the purpose of the Experiment Station to find inbred 
lines which combine well and give a product adapted to the dif­
ferent parts of the state. When this has been done and these 
lines have become sufficiently uniform by repeated selfing, the 
present plan is to make such seed available to farmers who are 
interested in,producing hybrid seed corn for their localities. The 
station does not have seed of inbred lines to distribute at the 
present time and probably will not distribute such seed before 
1931 or 1932.
No one planting hybrid seed should make the mistake of saving 
seed from it. Seed picked from a field of open-pollinated hybrid 
corn is not safe for planting, no matter how good the appearance 
of the field or the ears. This seed will not produce a crop like 
that of the field from which it was taken and reductions in yield 
of as much as 30 percent are possible.
Every stalk in a field planted with hybrid seed, produced by 
crossing two inbred strains, represents the same inheritance and 
consequently, pollen from a neighboring stalk acts just the same 
on an ear as the pollen from its own tassel. Seed saved from 
such a field has really been inbred one year. I f more than two 
inbreds enter into the makeup of a hybrid the decrease in yield 
the second year will not be so great as otherwise, tho a ma­
terial reduction is likely to occur.
For the general use of hybrid seed corn to be economically 
practical it will be necessary to obtain such increases in acre 
yields as will justify the purchase of new seed each year. The 
results which are being obtained from the better hybrids in the 
yield comparisons would seem to justify this plan. Ad­
vantages other than yield increases which may be expected in­
clude disease resistance, strong erect stalks and a uniformity in 
the production which has not heretofore been possible.
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Fig. 17. The number of entries in the Iowa Corn Yield Test for each of the eight 
years reported; also the acre yield in bushels of the entry which had the 
largest percentage increase in yield over the mean of all entries and of the 
lowest yielding entry in the same district.
DISCU SSIO N  OF S T R A IN  A N D  V A R IE T Y  CO M PAR ISO N S
Reports of progress of this study have been made from year 
to year, showing the relative yields of strains included in the 
tests for single years. Annual reports of such comparisons were 
not entirely complete, as a strain may have yielded relatively 
high one season yet relatively low thru a period of years. The 
greater the number of years included in the average of results, 
thei more valuable and reliable the comparison. It is for these 
reasons that a report o f the results of the yield comparisons 
thru the eight-year period is desirable.
Yields are reported only for the open pollinated'entries in 
this publication, as in most cases seed represented by the hybrid 
entries is not available commercially at the present time.
The primary object of the study included in this report, as 
stated at the outset, was to locate high yielding strains and 
varieties adapted to the different sections and districts of the 
state. To this end, Iowa corn growers were invited to place in 
the test any strains or varieties which they believed to be high 
yielding. As would be expected, some strains entered the first 
year of the comparison were not re-entered the second year, 
while new strains not included the first year were introduced.
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TA BLE  X II . A VERAG E ACRE Y IE L D  IN  BU SH E LS OF TH E O PEN -POLLIN ­
A TED STRAIN S IN  EACH  OF TH E 12 D ISTRIC TS FOR 1920 TO 1927 IN- 
CLUSIVE.
District 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 | 1927
1 44.87 66.83 60.99 57.16 30.67 51.48 69.65 57.29
2 87.43 74.70 78.62 62.69 38.26 39.49 59.89 1 34.46
3 71.91 57.97 66.23 43.60 41.20 39.36 1 51.26
4 69.97 73.02 69.77 66.52 38.74 62.37 55.56 | 69.98
79.58 48.68 55.42 40.53 45.99 56.26 64.03 46.26
6 44.36 38.60 73.84 52.78 19.99 36.93 48.48 | 49.40
7 70.35 79.06 52.41 33.11 62.96 75.14 | 50.55
8 82.23 64.68 75.16 69.89 58.22 63.95 71.61 I 68.46
9 89.22 73.42 62.45 64.59 15.38 f 72.73 64.55 1 46.72
10 35.55 64.47 36.75 56.78 47.12 47.25 1 50.29
11 50.93 70.83 71.55 51.70 60.27 54.70 ' 57.42 | 47.28
12 ......... 57.34 77.07 67.95 37.96 41.41 ( 60.89
In some eases a strain of corn included for several years was 
dropped and reappeared in the test in later years.
Basis on W hich Comparisons are Reported
In order to make the data, which have become available dur­
ing the eight-year period reported here, of the greatest value, it 
is necessary to make some comparisons between varieties and 
strains grown in different years. It is desirable that all strains 
included in the test for more than one year be entered 
in the final summary comparison for the period, if this can be 
done on a comparable basis. As the mean acre yield in bushels 
varies greatly for a particular field from year to year, and with 
strains included one year and not another, it is evident that the 
average performance for a period cannot be stated fairly in 
bushels per acre. For this reason the yields in these comparisons 
are stated for each year in percentage of; the mean yield of all 
the strains compared. .
The mean yield produced by the open-pollinated strains m 
each field, for each year, is shown in table XII. During the 
eight-year period, five fields were not harvested—the results be­
ing considered unreliable, owing to non-uniform soil conditions, 
unfavorable climatic conditions, or some physical injury. No 
data are shown for these fields. The mean acre yields in bushels 
are considered as 100 percent. In the following tables the com­
parative productivity of the strains is shown in percentage of 
the mean yields. An entry which produced 10 percent above 
the mean of all the entries in any field would be shown in the 
section or district averages as having produced 110 percent of
the mean yield.. „ . _ ....
To illustrate: In district 1 in 1920, the Butterfield Silver 
King produced 48.3 bushels per acre,, which is 7.64 percent great­
er than the mean yield of all the entries in district 1 that year, 
(44.87 bu.) ; therefore its yield is reported as 107.64 percent of 
the mean for that year. In 1924 an entry of Reid Reliance, by 
the Emmetsburg Seed House, produced 33.0 bushels per acre,
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TABLE X I I I  ANNUAL Y IE L D  AND Y IE L D , STAND AND A IR  D R Y  CORN IN  PERCENTAGE OF THE AVERAG E FOR TH E P E R ­
IOD IN DICATED FOR D ISTRIC T 1.
Strain 1920 1
Y IE L D
Percentage of mean for years indicated 
1921 1 1922 | 1923 I 1924 1 1925 I 1926 | 1927 1
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2 Yr Period
John Heuck 
R aÿ A. Miller 
J. S. Shannon 
J . W . Kempe 
Emmettsburg Seed 
House
R . W . Butterfield 
a  V  Giffin
| Everly 
| Sutherland 
j ■ Estherville 
)• Hinton 
1
| Emmetsburg 
| Irvington
Kossuth Reliance 
Golden King 
Reid Reliance 
Early Wimple Yel. Dent.
Reid Reliance 
Silver King 
Golden Reliance
107.64 99.63
107.66
112.10
107.71
101.20
103.13
113.301
102.80
109.80
104.60 
105.10
102:10
102.60
108.95 
1Ó7.45 
106.40
105.95
104.43
103.64
102.86
99.66
100.12
104.50
93.87
100.35
102.76
99.80 
101.35 
100.80
98.80
99.81 
96.40
3 Yr. Period
Geo. M. Allee 
Stuart N. Smith
| Newell 
1 Granville 
I Sac City
I F. and 44 
1 Ioleaming 
I Reid Moline Dent L 100.57 121.26101.53 108.26 107.30121.10110.70 95.5099.90
109.711105.26 
108.291105.56 
104.041101.08
100.93
99.58
4 Yr . Period
967801 Nashua I Smith Yel. Dent 1 124.49 97.65 95.32 96.001103.37 1102.16
5 Yr . Period
Wm. McArthur I Mason City | Golden King E l 105.90 108.25 101.24 95.60 103.601102.92 1 97.92 105.¿0
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which is 7.66 percent greater than the mean of all entries (30.67 
bu.) and is therefore reported as 107.66 percent of the mean 
yield.
Altho it is impossible to compare directly the yield of 48.3 
bushels made by the Silver King entry in 1920 and the yield of 
30.67 bushels by the Reid Reliance entry in 1924, we believe that 
it is possible to get a fairly accurate idea of the relative pro­
ductivity of these two strains by comparing them on the basis 
of the percentage yield of the mean of all the entries compared 
in district 1, particularly when the mean of several years is con­
sidered. Therefore all yields given hereafter are expressed in 
percentage of the mean yield.
In the tables reporting the district comparisons, the relative 
stand of the strains yielding sufficiently high to be included is 
shown in percentage of the mean stand of all strains with which 
comparisons were made, using the same basis of comparison as 
in the case of yield.
The relative maturity of the higher yielding strains also is 
shown, expressed in the mean percentage of air dry corn for all 
entries in each yield comparison (15 percent moisture basis in 
1926 and 1927). Therefore, the first entry in table XIII, having 
99.55 percent as much air dry corn as the mean of all the entries 
was slightly less mature than the average ; the second entry also 
was slightly less mature;, the third entry was more mature than 
the average; and the fourth entry slightly more mature, having 
.80 percent more air dry corn at harvest than the average entry 
with which it was compared.
Section Entries Also Reported by Districts
In the annual reports for the first five-year period the relative 
yields of the different strains were reported only on the section 
basis—the average production on the three fields of the section. 
No report was made of the performance in each of the three dis­
tricts. During the progress of the test thé name of the entrant 
of each strain ranking in the top one-third in yield .for the year 
was made public. That plan is followed in this report. The 
names of the growers of strains ranking in the highest yielding 
third, together with the kind of com and the relative standing 
in percentage of the mean yield for each year and for each period 
of years, are shown. Strains compared for one season only are 
not included.
Strains of corn which produced relatively large yields in one 
district usually have given somewhat similar results in other 
districts of the same section, where climatic conditions .were not 
markedly different. However, the probability that some strains 
have a wider or narrower range of adaptation than others is 
indicated by data to be presented later in this bulletin. In this
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report the data on all section entries are given by individual 
districts, as well as by sections, conforming with the method of 
reporting all comparisons, beginning in 1925. This brings out 
valuable information with regard to the range of adaptation 
of different. strains.
H IG H  Y IE L D IN G  S T R A IN S  FOR N O R T H E R N  IO W A
Each of the strains listed in tables X III to X V I inclusive are 
believed to be well adapted for general planting in northern 
Iowa, or in one or more districts in northern Iowa. These strains 
have all produced above the average when compared thru more 
thq,n one season. The greatest reliance can be placed on entries 
compared thru the longer periods of years. Strains which made 
only average yields, or yields below the average, have not been 
listed here.
District 1. W est-Northern Iowa (See table X III) 
Apparently the most promising strain of corn for northwestern 
Iowa, considering yield and maturity, is the Golden King, first 
entered in the yield test in this district by McArthur in 1923. 
McArthur’s entry of this strain has produced above the average 
yield four of the five years. Five of the seven high yielding 
strains in the two-year comparison are believed to trace back to 
the same origin as the Golden King. These were entered under 
the names Kossuth Reliance, Reid Reliance and Golden Reliance 
in addition to the Golden King entry. Ioleaming and Early 
Wimple are other varieties of yellow corn apparently Well suited 
to the northwestern part of the state. Only one strain of white 
com is included in this high yielding group—an entry of Silver 
King by Butterfield. No seed of the cross by Allee is available.
The Smith Yellow Dent made an unusually good record in one 
of the four years, being slightly'below the average in this district 
the other three years.
District 2. Central, Northern Iowa (See table XIV) 
Apparently the most promising strain in this district is Golden 
King. This strain produced well above the average each of the 
five years it was compared with a mean for the period o f 108.14 
percent. The Buttolph Golden Murdock also has a very good 
record for a three-year period and the Oxley Golden Jewel for 
a four-year period.
 ^Five of the seven strains which produced the larger average 
yields for-two years are white, four being Silver King.
District 3. Northeastern Iowa (See table XV)
The outstanding strain of com in district 3 is also the Mc­
Arthur Golden King with a mean yield of 113.32 percent for a 
four-year period. Gronna Silver King, Compared seven years,
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TA BLE  X IV  ANNUAL Y IE L D  AND Y IE L D , STAND AND A IR  D R Y  CORN IN  PERCENTAGE OF AVERAG E FOR P E R IO D  IN D I­
CATED FOR D ISTRIC T NO. 2.
■¿5 ö a
ft « O S-Ö
-ö a a
Sl i f e"d ® o,ö 2 ft es M p
“  i . s>> ft p*h*h a) -¡sop ,
Y IE L D
Percentage of mean for years indicated t* o<2 œ*o*S <4
Name Address Strain 1920 I 1921 1 1922 | 1923
2 Yr, Period
Royal Jacobs | Rndd 
Thomas Stork | Clear Lake 
Four Co. Agr. Ass’n | Ackley 
Paul Blumer | Livermore 
R. H . Holt | Clear Lake 
H arry E. W ard | Algona 
Roerer Kirk 1 Mason City
Yel. Dent 
Silvermine 
Four Co. White 
Yel. Dent 
Silver King
Siver K ing 1107.51 
Silver King 104.34 99.38
97.86
106.80
112.23
110.80
110.60
108.20
100.90
106.90
100.40 
100.10
100.40
106.85 
105.60 
105.35 
105.04 
104.30 
104.20
101.86
100.40
99.40
98.95
101.93
101.20
100.80
101.86
98.70
98.30
91.40
103.56
101.95
99.84
101.72
3 Yr. Period
H oyt Buttolph | Mitchell © G olden Murdock
102.20
108.70 114.40 102.80
1106.56] 1109.90
1108.631 95.80 
|106.22|112.70
103.50
95.82
4 Yr. Period
Walter Oxlev lO ssia n  1 Golden Jewel 1104.401 98.40 1 _____|110.90|107.70|_______ |_______ 1_______ |105.40|_98.30|100.90
5 Yr. Period
Wm. McArthur | Mason City | . Golden K ing 
Wm. B . Smith | Nashua I Smith Yel. Dent
104.93
104.43
112.86
109.90
110.81
99.70
105.60 106.50 
102.301 92.30
108.141100.821106.39 
101.731102.331100.26
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TABLE X V . AND A IR  D R Y  C 0R N  IN PERCENTAGE OP AVERAG E FOR P E R IO D  IN D I-
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1920 1 1921 1 1922 1 1923 (1 9 2 4 1925 I 1926 1927
2 Yr. Period
Henry l  ox 
Edward Lybbert 
H arry E. W ard 
A. M. Avery & Son 
Wm. McArthur |
Lima 
Cresco 
Algona 
Mason City 
Mason City
Pox Yel. Dent
Lybbert White Dent ] 113.48 
W ard Silver King 1102.771 
Silver King | 1105.66 
Silver King 1104.991
10&.08
97.25
116.70
99.88
106.50
109.40
111.60
106.68
106.08
104.37
101.12
103.171111.25 
100.921102.43 
107.981 99.64 
94.68 100.68 1 on 84. QQ 1 R
3 Yr. Period
Wm. B . Smith 
A. B. Schenck 
John Heuck
Nashua
Algona
Everly
Smith Yel. Dent
Silver King j
Silver King
|ll4.16
105.271104.11
103.58
104.21
110.00
97.22
109.49 97.90 105.79]
104.99
104.531
103.141 97.63 
99.721 99.00
1 00 84.11 f)1 20
. 4 Yr. Period
Wm. McArthur Mason (Jity | Golden King _______1___ :____ 108.83 1111.77 116.50 116.201113 321 98.62| 107 94
7 Yr. Period
Theo. Gronna Waterville Silver King 112.641102.10 100.41 112.45 106.72 111.10 86.60 104.59 104.23 f~98~45
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has made an excellent record for the period. Fox Yellow Dent 
has made an excellent record during the two years in which it 
was entered and was the earliest maturing strain compared. 
Golden King was second earliest maturing.
Northern Section Summary (See table XVI)
The Iowa Experiment Station began work with different strains 
of Silver King com in northern Iowa in 1910, improving the best 
of these thru systematic breeding methods. A  considerable 
amount of this seed was distributed to growers beginning in 
1913. As a result of these activities, Silver King corn gained 
considerable prominence in northern Iowa and undoubtedly was 
grown much more generally than any other variety until a knowl­
edge of the vitamin content of yellow com, and its absence in 
white corn, became general about 1923.
In view of the above facts it is not surprising that the larger 
number of entries in northern Iowa and also that the highest 
yielding strains during the first few years of the test were Silver 
King. Beginning in 1923 a number of strains of yellow corn 
came into the comparison, which yielded higher than the Silver 
King entries. Of the Silver King entries, the Gronna strain made 
the best yield record. The Golden King and Smith Yellow Dent 
are the important discoveries in the northern, section. The Fox 
Yellow Dent is an early strain which made an excellent record 
during a two-year comparison.
H IG H  Y IE L D IN G  S T R A IN S FOR N O R TH  C E N T R A L  IO W A
Each of the strains listed in tables X V II to X X  inclusive are 
believed to be well adapted for general planting in north central 
Iowa or in one or more districts in north central Iowa. These 
strains have all produced above the average when compared 
thru more than one season. The greatest reliance can be placed 
on entries compared thru the longer periods of years. Strains 
which made only average yields, or yields below the average, 
have not been listed here.
District 4. W est, North Central (See table XVII)
The best yielding entry in this, district apparently was the 
A. B. K. Y. D. which, in the five-year period, made a mean yield 
of 108.58 percent of the yield of all entries. The Anderson strain 
of Reid Yellow Dent was; above the average each of the four 
years it was in the test.
Iodent entered by Wilson has the best record for a three-year 
period with 107.29 percent. .
The Johnson Hillcrest Dent, Smith Brothers Ioleammg, Edson 
Lakeside White, Zimmerman Reid and Polking Yellow Dent each 
produced more than 105 percent of the mean of all entries when
44
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TABLE X Y I. ANNUAL Y IE L D  AND Y IE L D  IN  PERCENTAGE OF AVERAG E FOR P E R IO D  IN DICATED FOR TH E N ORTH ERN SEC-
Name Address
Y IE L D
Percentage of mean for years indicated Y
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Strain 1920 1921 1922 1 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927
2 Yr. Period
A. M. Avery & Son 
R. W . Butterfield 
Wm. McArthur 
H arry E. W ard
Mason City 
Irvington 
Mason City 
Algona
Silver King 
Silver King 
Silver King 
W ard Silver King
105.1 
9ÌT.9
102.2
102.9
95.7
99.5
99.9
__ m 95.6
ÎÔ T 2 -
100.4
98.9
98.9
3 Yr. Period
John Jieuck 
Creo. M. Allee
Everly 
Buena Vista
Silver King 
F. and 44
109.5
1
103.0 98.9
102.3 113.1 96.5
103.8
103.6
4 Yr. Period
Wm. B. Smith Nashua Smith Yel. Dent 1112.9 104.4 101.0 95.5 103.5
5 Yr. Period
W m . McArthur Mason City Golden King 1106.3 1110.8 1107.4 98.3 108.9 1106.3
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compared two seasons. All of these were earlier than the aver­
age in maturity.
The Johnson Hillcrest Dent, Smith Brothers Ioleaming, Paul 
Silvermine and Bauer Wimple Dent are among the earliest 
strains in the group.
District 5. Central, North Central Iowa (See table XVIII)
. The Osterland Yellow Dent has made the good record of 103.54 
percent as an average for eight years, with a better than average 
yield each year. The Chantland Yellow Dent has been compared 
seven years, with an average for the period of 103.00 percent. 
The Bauer Wimple Dent has an average for a six-year period 
of 104.00 percent, which is a good record, particularly in view 
of the early maturity of this strain.
For the four-year period, the Clampitt and Anderson strains 
of Reid, which showed up well in District 4, are again good. The 
best performing strain during the three-year period was an entry 
of Osterland Yellow Dent. The good yield made by Golden King 
in this district is of interest in view of its early maturity.
In the two-year comparison Smith Brothers Iowa 119 and the 
entry of Four County White are the most outstanding. The 
early maturity of these strains, also of the Ioleaming entry by 
Smith Brothers, is worthy of Comment.
District 6. East, North Central Iow a (See table X IX )
Of the strains compared thru the longer periods, the Wimple 
Dent entered by Bauer is of particular interest, when both yield 
and early maturity are considered. This strain, compared thru 
a six-year period, produced 103.00 percent of the average yield 
with 106.04 percent of the mean air dry corn. Osterland Yellow 
Dent was above the average five of the eight years it was tested, 
while the Allee A. B. K. Y. D. was above the average each year 
for a five-year period. Black Hawk Reid entry by Bige made 
a good record for four years. The G., M. and E. Entry by Allee, 
also the Ioleaming, Iowa 119 and Refle Utility, have given good 
yields and were early maturing.
North Central Section Summary (See table X X ) 
Strains of com entered in all three districts and giving the 
highest average production, in this way indicating their wide 
range of adaptation within, this section, are indicated in table 
X X . The Osterland Yellow Dent produced above the mean of 
all entries six of the eight years compared, being only slightly 
below in the other two years. This is a good record. The Bauer 
Wimple Dent and the Allee A. B. K. Y. D. compared for six and 
five years respectively gave the highest yields for these periods. 
The two strains of Reid Yellow Dent were high for the four- 
year period.
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T A B L E ..X V II. ANNUAL Y IE L D  .AND YIE LD , STAND AND A IR  D R Y  CORN IN  PERCENTAGE OF AVERAG E FOR PE RIO D  IN D I­
CATED FOR D ISTRIC T 4.
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Name Address Strain 1920 | 1921 | 1922 | 1923 | 1924 | 1925 | 1926 1927 |
2 Yr. Period
C. G. Johnson 
Smith Bros.
John T. Edson 
A. T. Zimmerman 
A. J. Polking 
0 . F. Young 
Axel T. Anderson 
Geo. M. Allee 
Axel R . Johnson 
F. X . Huber 
Hobart Hill 
W . J. Walker
Marathon
Center Junction-
Storm Lake
Washta
Breda
Havelock
Paton
Newell
Paton
Manson
Sac City
Holstein
Hilcrest Dent 
Ioleaming 
Lakeside White 
Reid Yel. Dent 
Yel. Dent 
Young Yel. Dent 
Reid x  Learning 
“ E ”
Reid Yel. Dent 
la., No. lO X R eid  Yel. Dt. 
Reid Yel. Dent 
Reid Yel. Dent
.
107.00
99.11
98.62
112.84
107.89 100.65
104.70
109.19
101.68
101.97
106.12
102.84
107.39
106.50
111.40
109.40 
102.60
107.10
97.20
107.30
101.30
108.20
98.30 
. 97.00
107.84
106.35 
105.98 
105.54 
105.08
104.36 
104.27 
103.77 
103.26 
102.70 
102.29 
102.15
100.63
104.55
93.87
104.01
101.34
98.41
99.41 
104.45 
100.42
93.95
98.83
98.00
106.40
106.15
101.06
100.85
101.90
104.35
98.68
98.15
97.86
98.65
103.75
1Ö0.45
3 Yr Period
Ronald W ilson 
• C. A. Paul '
Geo. C: Pashby •
Sac City , 
0  debolt 
Cedar Falls
Iodent , 
Silvermine 
Reid Yel. Dent 102.05 107.84
—
103.221
106.57
103.08
109.00
112.50
106.30
97.00
107.29
104.43
104.37
101.621 98.80 
104.19 105.63 
98.901 98.75
4 Yr Period
J . Albert Anderson 
R oy J.-Clatfipitt | 
Edwin Witter
H arcourt 
New Providence 
Storm Lake
Reid Yel. Dent 1104.901101.00 
Reid Yel. Dent 
W itter W h. Dent
107.60 106.48
98.61
103.59
103.00
111.34
116.60
95.30
96.90
99.70
105.00
103.80
102.48
103.30
100.14
102.41
100.20
101.02
102.83
5 Yr. Period
Geo. M. Allee I Newell A .B .K .Y .D . | 1 1107.871 98.921113.68|106.621115.80 |108.58|102.83j 98.83
6 Yr. Period
Carl Bauer Pierson Wimple Yel. Dent 1100.331 97.58 | 93.84| 95.52| 110.94| 99.09| 1 1 99.55| 101.46ll02.~75
-Period
.F arm  .Crous .Sect; } Ames Iodent ’ 97.181 108.76 1115.191 110.401 99.721103.271 86.401 94.001101.871100.08} 96.71
A V i. 1
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T A B L E  X V II I . ANNUAL Y IE L D  AND Y IE L D , STAND AND A IR  D R Y  CORN IN PERCENTAGE OF AVERAG E FOR P E R IO D  IN D I­
CATED FOR D ISTRIC T 5.
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Name 1 Address Strain [ i1920 1 1921 1 1922 ] 1923$  1924 1 1925 1 1926 | 1927
2 Yr. Period
Center Junction Iow a 119 116.87 106.01 111.44 107.74 104.02
Four Co. Imp. Ass’n Ackley Four County White 98.70 117.90 108.30 92.65 104.85
Conrad Reid Yel. Dent 104.91 106.87 105.89 102.04 102.90
Smith Bros. Center Junction Ioleaming 101.10 108.80 104.95 106.00 106.70
[ Newell G. M. -and E. 103.45 96.92 104.41 100.19 100.70
T. A. Chantland Badger Copper King 105.33 101.80 103.56 108.52 100.15
L. W . Schmitz Remsen Imp. Silver King 105.05 99.79 102.42 96.57 103.77
R . E . Butterbäugh Alexander Silver King 106.91 95.80 101.35 98.57 104.50
Reid Yel. Dent 99.84 102.39 101.12 106.40 100.15
Robert Irw in Sac City Reid Yel. Dent 96.52 104.28 100.40 101.19 102.75
3 Yr. Period
Day Brothers 
Axel Anderson 
H . L. Baird 
Hamilton, Hardin 
& Wright Counties 
Clyde Black
1 Gilmore City 
1 Paton 
1 Webster City
1 I  m gm  
1
] Dallas Center
Osterland Yél. Dent 
Reid x  Learning 
Golden King
Composite Sample 
Black Yel. Dent
99.60 106.80
102.99
109.30
101.89
100.24
104.37
106.01
109.00
98.06
107.00
103.40
108.60
97.40
102.00
106.65
104.69
103.27
102.80
102.53
91.98
103.93
101.60
98.90
107.55
102.60
97.58
105.33
101.57
95.71
4 Yr . Period
Roy J. Clampitt 1 New Providence! Reid Yel. Dent 114.11 104.16 98.60|103.80 105.17|106.35 99.47
J. Albert Anderson ! H arcourt Reid Yel. Dent 98.39 111.75 101.66 101.67 103.37|100.56| 98.98
5 Y i . : Period
Geo. M. Allee 1 Newell A. B . K . Y . D. 99.51 107.65 106.911104.16 90.00 101.65 104.911 96.37
6 Yr Period
Carl Bauer 1 Pierson Wimple Yel. Dent 104.80|114.38 1 94.08|100.02 111.461 99.641 104.061101.601104.44
7 Yr. Period
T. A. Chantland 1 Badger Im p. Yel. Dent 94.12 92.371101.681105.37 109.261106.701111.501103.001102.941 97.79
8 Yr. Period
H . F. Osterland 1 Faulkner Osterland Yel. Dent ¡102.791103.84 1106.77] 100.57 108.20 101.14 102.10 102.90 103.54 101.23 100.04
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............... XIX' C A T ^ \ o j R ED ?S r^ 0 T Y6.EL;D’ STANI) AND AIE ' D R Y  CORN IN  PERCENTAGE OP A VERAG E POR P E R IO D  IN D I-
Name Address
Y IE L D
Percentage of mean for years indicated
Strain 1920 1 1921 I 1922
2 Yr. Period
ft rd
o . o
.3
S a! 
2 g  ft s g "
0*2 CQ *0 «H
"3 o o 
<3 P«<H
Geo. M. Allee 
Smith Bros. 
Smith Bros.
Refle Bros.
Earl A. Nutzman 
Geo. M. Allee 
John L. Clark 
John T. Edson
Newell
Center Junction 
Center Junction 
Elkport 
Wall Lake 
Newell 
Conrad 
Storm Lake
G. M. and E. 
Iowa 119 
Ioleaming 
Refle Utility 
Yel. Dent 
“ E ”
Reid Yel. Dent 
Lakeside White •
116.55
118.96
97.46
109.66
110.34
100.49
99.15
112.66
109.40
110.16
114.60
102.00
103.60
107.70
3 Yr. Period
J . N . Jtiorlacher I Storm Lake 
L . J. Baxter | Galva 
A. J. & Glenn
V . Anderson | Sumner
Reid Yel. Dent
Silver K ing 1107.53 
Imp. Reid Yel. Dent j
100.28 100.64
96.48 111.16
108.00
101.95
103.95 95.50
115.81 102.18
112.00 103.13
117.60 110.60 107.35
107.90 107.80 108.85
107.01 89.63
106.08 106.63
105.08 101.85
104.75 96.97
103.62
105.30
107.25
107.40
99,28
105.54
103.44
98.50
1103.20
102.82
97.66
98.00
97.08
4 Yr. Period
99.50
101.97
102.98
Yr. Period
99.501 98.64
pe
ri
od
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T A BLE  X X . • A X X U A L  Y IE L D  AND Y IE L D , IX  PERCENTAGE OF AVERAG E F O R .P E R IO D  .IN D IC A TED  FO R TH E NORTH  CEN 
T E A L  SECTION,
Y IE L D  ' ' | , 
Percentage of meaii for years indicated Y
ie
ld
 p
et
. 
of
 m
ea
n 
fo
r 
pe
ri
od
-1 02 0 — 921 1 1922 1 1923 1 1924 | 1925 | 1926 | 1 9 £ j_
Name
2 Yr. Period
108.2
Smith Bros.
Smith Bros.
Geo. M, Allee 
John L. Clarke 
Geo". M'. 'Allee . 
John T. Edson 
Axel T. Anderson
Center Junction 
Center - J unction 
Bueha Vista 
Conrad 
Buena Vista 
Storm Lake 
I Patou
Iowa 119 
Ioleaming 
G.-M . and E.
Reid Yel. Dent nE ”
Lakeside White 
Reid X  Learning 
Composite Sample
105.1 
105.6
102.2 
103.0
100.6
102.0
100.5
104.4
103.8
102.7
99.7
101.7
104.5 109.2 106.8
104.8
103.1
102.2 
1Q2.1
1Ó1.8
101.8
3 Yr. Period
1 03 2 ; ■ 1 . 1102.7 
1102.3 ; 
¡100.4Jesse Bige 1 Waterloo 
L. J. Baxter 1 Galya m ,
Black Hawk Reid Yel, Dent 
Silver King jl05 .6 102.2 99.2 1103.8 96.7 100.7 _ J _______
Clyde Black 1 Dallas Center
4 Yr. Period
1 04 9 104.2 1 98.4 "1104.1
¡102.4R oy J. Clampitt , I New Providence 
J. Albert Anderson 1 H arcourt
I Reid Yel. Dent L m „  
I Reid Yel. Dent I101-"5 102.7 105.5
102.5 1
5 Yr. Period
Geo. M. Allee I Buena Vista
" 1102,9 1104.0 l l l l .O  1105.0 1101.2 | ]104.8
6 Yr. Period
Carl Bauer Pierson Wimple Yel. Dent
1101 .7  1106.0 I 96 ,1  I "96.0 1112.1 1 99 .0  | , ~ 1--------_ J 101.i
Yr. Period
H . F. Osterland Faulkner I Osterland Yel. Dent"
1102.2 |105.5 1103.6 1102.3 1104.3 1 97.8 1102.0 1 98.8 J lO gj^
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• i t  ^  samples compared for two years Iowa 110 and Ioleam- 
mg, both entered by Smith Brothers, were most promising.
HIGH Y IE L D IN G  S T R A IN S FOR SO U TH  C E N T R A L  IO W A
Each of the strains listed in tables X X I and X X IV  inclusive 
are believed to be well adapted for general planting in south 
central Iowa or in one or more districts in 'south central Iowa, 
these strains have all produced above the average when com­
pared  ^thru more than one season. The greatest reliance can be 
placed on entries compared thru the longer periods of years 
strains which made only average yields, or yields below the 
average, have not been listed here.
District 7. W est, South Central Iowa (See table X X I) 
Steen Yellow Dent gave better yields than the average six of 
the seven years with a mean yield of 103.00 percent. The Durke 
tram ox Reid yielded above the average each of five years with 
a record for the period of 105.56 percent. The Wilson and Black 
10R sn D ent\ e&^  compared thru a four-year period, produced 
.80 percent of the mean. The loleaming entry compared for 
tnree years made a good record and was early. The early ma- 
tunty of the Harkrader Yellow Dent is of interest in view of 
fie good yield made by this strain for a two-year period. The 
engeling is apparently another early maturing strain which 
has given a good yield.
District 8. Central Iowa (See table X X II)
R U B B  B 1? ' coinPared thruout the full eight-year period 
which have given almost equally good results in District 8 are 
■n^ r.1 laCli  . ow Dent and Brenton Brothers strain of Reid. The 
< t » I B  colnPared for six years and the Birkeland
!t,Pai edxfor B  years have made records approximately equal to the first two tho tested for somewhat shorter periods
J W P i B H  Xellow “ try by Miller has a good record, as has 
Tito i Ioleammg and Kra§' entries compared for three years.
e early maturity of the loleaming is worthy of notice in view 
oi its good yield.
S M B  B B two years only> Pflster Krug, Sanders 
■ 8  ana Bordeaux Yellow Dent are most promising, 
all three are slightly later in maturity than the average.
District 9. Blast, S o u t h  Central "(gee table XXIII)
DentT made a remarkable record in District 9, 
tears m H|HKh [ I  Produeed K B  the mean each of eight 
abow 7i!th an B V  107-20 Percent- Walden Dent yielded 
percent B K B f f l  B H  B B S  with an average o f 104.00
j B B B 9  i l B I  Yell0W Dent Yielded above the mean each ot five years, with an average of 104.30 percent.
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TA BLE  X X I. ANNUAL Y IE L D  AND Y IE L D , STAND AND A IR  D R Y  CORN IN  PERCENTAGE OP AVERAG E FOR P E R IO D  
CATED FOR D ISTR IC T 7. _______  ________ _______________
IN D I-
Y IE L D
Percentage of mean for years indicated
2 tí ¡j$-** iSts 1 ^O'
Name Address Strain 1920
2 Yr. Period
1922 1 1923 I 1924 I 1925 I 1926 | 1927
rÖ <U
ss Pi
*4H o J X °
TJ1 0 « H  ^  ft**-*
G. V . Harkrader I Adel 
■Lester Pfister | El Paso, 111. 
Joseph Lengeling | Breda 
C. E. Hiatt i Mitchelville 
Bert Mahoney | Mondamin 
August Gruhn 1 Manilla
Harkrader Yel. Dent 
Pfister Krug 
Yel. Dent 
Reid Yel. Dent 
Reid Yel. Dent 
Wilson Yel. Dent
100.90
112.80
105.50
102.73
102.10
98.80 _____
96.89
103Ì50
105.70 
_______'
107Ì80
109.00
99.40
105.65
104.95
104.87
103.80 
102.55
100.80
103.65
96.75
105.55
100.40
101.10
98.64
99.05
105.70
98.73
99.50
97.85
99.60
3 Yr. Period
1 05 93
McNeilly & Smith 1 Center Junction 
Albert A . Miller I Ogden 
J.- S. Leonard 1 Waukee
loleaming 
Lemon Yellow 
Reid
Reid Improved
106.40
106.20
109.10
112.60
111.50
100.70
100.00
99.70
109.10 106.80 99.50
105.80
105.40
105.13
96.70
103.90
101.37
10L 03
99.50
93.10
4 Yr. Period
Clarence Hill 1 Minburn 1 Black Yel Uent. 1 
A W ilson *  Harlan *  W ilson Yel. D en t----------- ]--------- J -------- _
114.20
111.40 108.30 100.70 106.80 Ì06.80ÌlÒ5^97l 101.02
5 Yr. Period
W m. Durkes Dallas Center 1 Reid Yel. Dent
1108.701100.501102.401107.10|109.10| 1105.561103.681101.15
7 Yr. Period
George Steen West Liberty I Steen Yel. . Dent
1100.90
;.301103.0 0 1100 .601101.04
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TABLE X X II . ^ T E D IE o i EM S T llC T Y |E L D ’ STAN°  AND A IR  D R Y  G0RN IN. PERCENTAGE OP AVERAGE FOR PE RIO D  IN DL
Name Address
Y IE L D
Percentage of mean for years indicated
Str£ 1923 1 1924 I 1925 1 1926 | 1927"
Lester.: Pfister 
E. W. Handers 
Henry Bordeaux 
Clarence Naylor 
S. .Fleming 
H . A. W ; Koch 
L. X). McCall 
Conrad Roseland 
Amos Fossel 
G- V . Harkrader
El Paso, 111.
Ames
Adel
Herndon
Stuart
Van Horne
Ogden
Gilman
Gilbert
Adel
Pfister Krug 
Yel. Dent
Bordeaux Yel. Dent 
Reid Yel. Dent 
Fleming Yel. Dent 
Reid Yel. Dent 
Yel. Dent 
Reid Yel. Dent 
Yel. Dent
Harkrader Yel. Dent
2 Yr. Period
—pr—— — ------
|  * ° .1 -ö
f t « -
S S3
.2 !h
l| S
S R u
p i
-d 0  p,
1 1927
02 o>2
109.9 105.8
m
107.5 102.5
105.4
108.2
102.4
109.9
101.7
119.2
106.0
117.8
98.2
101.0
109.1
113.3
100.2
105.4 
106.3
106.1
McNeilly & Smith | Center Junction I 
Woödford Co. |
Agr, Ass’n | Eureka, 111.
E. J. Hallander | Logan
3 Yr. Period
114.15
109.65
109.00 
107.90 
106.80
105.00 
104.35 
104.05
103.55
103.55
96.15
95.95 
97.80 
87.50
102.55
102.10
94.10
104.15
103.35
95.95
97.00
98.50
98.40
100.60
100.55
101.80
102.30
99.70
97.15
97.80
Ioleaming
Original Krug 
Nebr. White Prize ■  i i1100.3 98.0 100.9
1112.3 1103.9 I
Albert A . Miller 
Clarence S. Hill 
J. S. Leonard
I Ogden 
I Minburn 
I Waukee
Lemon Yellow 
Black Yel. Dent 
Reid Yel. Dent
4 Yr. Period
j 103.9 I 1112.4 1109.531103.731104.50
112.5 112.5 100.1 1108.37 101.83I 98.17 
J_______ 1 1_______ I 99.801 99.301 97.10
Henry Birkeland | Nevada Reid Yel. Dent
5 Yr, Period 
1104,7 1100,2 I
112 .0 111.6 ' 99.7 1 100.9
102.6 103.2
106.9
95.1
103.6 103.3 
103.4 j
101.3
1101.071 96.951100^92
6 Yr. Period
1100.1 I 97.6 1112.9 1103.101103.391102.^8
Wm. Durkes
1104.7 I 95.9 |103.00|101.75| . 99.35
8 Yr. Period
Brenton Bros. 1 Dallas Center •Biams le i. Dent |117.4 |105.5 Reid Yellow Dent 1109.0 1103 5 ' 1.01.7 1105.3 103.3 1104.3
.98.7
90.0
108.8 103.1 97.9. |104.80|103.43| 99.26 
100.4 I103.68I101.94I 98.32
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TA BLE  X X III . ANNUAL Y IE L D  AND Y IE L D , STAND AND A IR  D R Y  CORN IN  PERCENTAGE OF AVERAG E FOR P E R IO D  IN D I­
CATED FOR D ISTR IC T 9. __________________ ______________________________________________
Y IE L D
Percentage of mean for years indicated
A «
A *2 *2S 0)
T i 2 A *  S Sö fi03 JL(
P ' S  <2 35 o«S
fi .2 C
*3 y, pi
•1 ÜO A«+-<
Name Address Strain 1920 1921 | 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927
2 Yr Period
W . E. Holloway 
Lester Pflster 
McNeilly & Young 
Paul Smith 
Bert Mahoney 
H . E. Wilkinson 
Jasper L. Harper 
McConnell Bros. 
H arry N. Webster
Downey
El Paso, 111.
Center Junction
Center Junction
Mondamin
DeWitt
Ames,
Waukee
Runnells
Reid
Pflster Krug 
Learning 
Iowa 119 
Reid Yel. Dent 
Iowanda 
Reid Yel. Dent 
Learning 
Reid Yel. Dent
105.4
105.9
103.1
' I
•
1
I
110.9 100.9
104.9 I
104.6
106.6 |
113.5
125.1
120.2
98.2
96.9
108.7
100.7 
104.6
113.2
109.5
111.001104.00 104.45 
110.95 106.101 98.15 
1-10.451 93.95 108.75 
107.05 ¡104.751109.40 
105.90|l01.20¡ 97.90 
105.85 105.651103.70
105.20 96.20 99.90
105.20 99.40 99.50 
104.80Í101.40Í 98.10
3 Yr . Period
McNeilly & Smith 
Burt H . Neal 
W . F. Hintz & Son 
J. S. Leonard 
Agnes N. Dougherty 
Morse Bros.
Center Junction 
Mt. Vernon 
Monticello 
Waukee 
Cedar Rapids 
Marengo
Ioleaming 
Reid Yel. Dent 
Spruceville Dent 
Reid
Reid Yel. Dent 
Reid Yel. Dent 101.3
I
■100.3
1
107.4 1 97.6
106.6
3
135.8
104.4
139.9
96.4
107.3
„ 98.1
111.4
103.4
109.9
106.7
111.3
105.3
100.9
127.50 102.27 
106.37Í102.73 
105.33 97.53 
103.80¡102.50 
102.97 97.9,7 
102.10| 99.10
112.70
105.77
105.60
97.30
99.07
102.90
4 Yr. Period
Clarence S. Hill 
A . Wilson
Minburn
Harlan
. Black Yel. Dent 
Wilson Yel. Dent
■  ■  
1 '
112.2
98.2
102.5
97.2
102.8
103.3
104.1
107.5
105.40
101.55
100.02
104.70
102.52
97.20
5 Yr . Period
Wm. Durkes Dallas Center Reid Yel. Dent [ _ 1102.6 110.1 104.9 103.0 100.9 104.301102.56 99.22
6 Y r Period
Chas. D. Kirkpatrick Keota Walden Dent 102.1 106.2 i 93.9 96.9 119.7 105.8 104.10 102.50 101.55
8 Yr: Period
George Steen 1 West Liberty Reid Yel. Dent l l l l . l 1103.4 1104.3 110.3 118.9 100.4 105.5 103.6 107.20 102.04 103.80
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One of the most outstanding strains in this district is Ioleam- 
mg entered by McNeilly and Smith. This strain is in its home 
territory and seems consistently well suited to this part of the 
state. This entry also was remarkably early in maturity
In the two-year comparisons the Holloway Reid, the Pfister 
Krug, Ioleammg and Iowa 119 are most prominent, all of these 
except the Krug being considerably earlier in maturity than the 
average of all entries.
South Central Section Summary (See table X X IY )
entries the Steen Yellow Dent has made the best 
record. I his corn produced above the mean in seven of the eight 
years with an average yield of 103.6 percent. For a five-year 
period the Durkes Yellow Dent stood well above the average each 
year with a mean yield of 105.0 percent. For the three-year 
period, Ioleaming has an outstanding performance record, while 
Krug has set a good record for the two-year period. These strains 
01 corn apparently, can be depended upon to give satisfactory 
yields thruout a rather wide territory.
H IG H  Y IE L D IN G  ST R A IN S  .FO R  SO U T H E R N  IO W A  
Each of the strains listed in tables X X V  to X X V III inclusive 
are believed to be well adapted for general planting in southern 
lowa, or m one or more districts in southern Iowa; These strains 
nave all produced above the average when compared thru more 
nan one season. The greatest reliance can be placed on entries 
compared thru the longer periods of years. Strains which made 
on y average yields, or yields below the average, have not been 
listed here.
District 10. W est, Southern Iowa (See table X X V )
The McCulloch Yellow Dent made the best record in this dis- 
rict with 105.83 percent of the mean for the seven-year period, 
it was well above the average five times and only slightly below 
tde other two years. Zellar Yellow Dent entered by Haas made 
an average of 104.24 percent for a five-year period, falling slight-' 
y below the mean in two of the five years.
Krizer Brothers Yellow Dent, entered the first three years of 
he test, and the entry of Reid Yellow Dent by Sar, during the 
ast three years, both produced above the average each year: a 
record of 105.40 and 104.63, respectively.
The Thompson strain-of Reid yielded 107.85 percent for the 
two-year period, while strains of the same variety entered by 
tJyas and "by Bailey also promise well.
District 11. Central, Southern Iow a (See table XXVI), 
■^■^hpatrick *s entry o f "Walden Dent has an unusually good 
record for an eight-year period; 104.93 percent of the mean yield
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TABLE X X IV . ANNUAL Y IE L D  AND Y IE L D  IN  PERCENTAGE OF AVERAG E FOR P E R IO D  IN DICATED FOR THE SOUTH CEN­
T R A L  SECTION.
Y IE L D
Percentage of mean for years indicated
Name Address Strain 1920 1921 1 1922 1923 1924 I 1925 1926 1927 I
2 Yr. Period
Lester Piister | El Paso, Illinois \ Piister Krug 110.3 110.0 110.1
G. V . Harkrader I Adel . I Harkrader Yel. Dent 102.8 109.0 105.9
Bert Mahoney I Mondamin | Reid Yel. Dent 105.7 101.5 103.6
H . A. W . Koch I Van Horne | Reid Yel. Dent 103.8 102.6 103.2
McConnell Bros. | Waukee 1 Learning 106.0 98.3 102.1
Clarence Naylor I Herndon 1 Reid Yel. Dent 102.1 102.1 102.1
3 Yr. Period
J. R . McNeilly & Smith Center Junction Ioleaming 115.8 115.8 108.2 113.3
Albert A. Miller Ogden Lemon Yel. Dent 108.6 107.3 99.7 105.2
Clareuce S. Hill Minburn Black Yel. Dent 104.5 101.9 103.5 103.3
L. H . Mendenhall Earlham Reid Yel. Dent 104.4 105.5 98.3 102.7
J. S. Leonard Waukee Reid 103.3 106.0 98.2 102.5
4 Yr. Period
A. W ilson I Harlan [ W ilson Yel. Dent ~  | | | | 1104,0 1103.8 | 9876 [104.7 1102.8
5 Yr. Period
William Durkes 1 Dallas Centér 1 Reid Yel. Dent | | 1104.1 1104.4 1106.8 1104.9 1105.0 1 1105.0
6 Yr. Period
Chas. D. Kirkpatrick 1 Keota 1 Walden Dent' 1102.4 1104.2 1 96.1 1 97,5 1 99.3 1[ 99.7 1 1 T98 .2
8 Yr. Period
George Steen 1 West Liberty 1 Steen Yel. Dent 1108.2 1102.6 1100.6 1110.2 |104.9 1102.7 1102.3 1 97.4 1103.6
Ci
fo
r 
pe
ri
od
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TABLE X X V . ANNUAL Y IE L D  AND Y IE L D , STAND AND A IR  D R Y  CORN IN  PERCENTAGE OP AVERAG E POR P E R IO D  IN D I­
CATED FOR D ISTRIC T 10.
Y IE L D
Percentage of mean for years indicated Y
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'"•Name Address Strain 1920 1 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927
2 Yr. Period
Thomas Thompson 
E. S. Dyas & Son: 
G. W . Bailey 
McArthur Farms 
J. G. McCray
Villisca
Bellevue
Letts
■Oakland
W ayland
Reid (Entry 1)
Reid Yel. Dent
Reid Yel. Dent |I12.5 | 97.8 
E-McA. Yel. Dent |
Reid Yel. Dent rl05.5 1100.2
1 J
112.4
106.1
103.3
104.4
100.0
106.1
107.85|100.00| 98.55 
105.251104.60|101.90 
105.15 75.801100.30 
103.05 100.051103.50 
102.85|105.501101.00
3 Yr. Period
Krizer Bros. 
Prank Sar
Eddy ville 
Essex
K. B. Yel. Dent 
Reid Yel. Dent
110.0 1103.1 
1 1
103.3
100.2 110.4 103:3
105.40
104.63
106.201 99.30 
101.871 99.30
4 Yr. Period
Bliss Bros. Diagonal 1 B . B . Yel. Dent 1 9.1.0 108.6 112.9 96.8 102.32 104.79 102.20
5 Yr. Period
P. J. Haas Shelby Zeller Yel. Dent 1 99.4 110.5 105.0 98.8 107.5 104.24 103.501100.18
7 Yr. Period
Fred McCulloch Hart wick t McCulloch Yel. Dent 114.8 1107.4 105.7 99.9 98.9 109.9 104.2 105.83 98.01 101.36
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TA B L E  X X Y I. ANNUAL Y IE L D  AND Y IE L D , STAND AND A IR  D R Y  CORN IN  PERCENTAGE OP AVERAG E FOR P E R IO D  IN D I­
CATED FOR D ISTRIC T 11.
Name Address Strain I 1920
Y IE L D
Percentage of mean for years indicated 
1921 i l  1922 | 1923 1 1924 | 1925 | 1926 1927
Y
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2 Yr. Period
W oodford Co. Agr. Ass’n | Eureka, 111, 
G. W . Baily 1 Letts 
George Steen | West Liberty 
DeCook Bros. | Pella 
Frank Sar 1 Essex
Original Krug 
Reid Yel. Dent 
Steen Yel. Dent 
Reid Yel. Dent 
Reid Yel. Dent
1
K l ' J
1
1
1 .
101.1
104.1 104.4
103.1
107.5
110.4
.105.0
105.8
98.3
106.65
106.10
104.35
104.25
104.05
105.651102.40 
82.101101.20 
98.301107.60 
97.70|101.70 
105.751 98.60
3 Y r Period
Clarence Meyer 
E. S. Dyas & Son 
A . Wilson
| Van Meter 
I Bellevue 
1 Harlan
Krug Yel. Dent 
| Reid Yel. Dent 
I W ilson Yel. Dent
l-
1
j _ L
106.4
111.2
106.6
104.6
106.4
102.8
113.9
96.1
98.5
1109.90 105.83 
102.97] 98.07 
|102.63|103.73
1100.79 
101.23 
¡100.7?
4  Yi . Period
John Farquhar 1 Blanchard I Reid Yel. Dent l - 92.9 99.3 108.0 103.1 1100.80 I 99.701 98.00
5 Y i . Period
Bliss Bros. 1 Diagonal | B. B . Yel. Dent 1 106.0 107.2 101.9 111.5 99.1 1105.14 1101.96 1103.44
6 Yi . Period
F. J. Haas I f  Shelby I Zeller Yel. Dent. T ~ 1107.1 1114.0 107.4 101.0 98.3 90.0 1102.97 I 98.701 99.52
8 Yi . Period
Chas. D. Kirkpatrick 1 Keota 1 Walden Dent 1101.9 1100.9 93.2 109.6 118.0 99.0 111.9 104.9 1104.93 1104.61 1102.30
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of all entries. This strain of corn is evidently dependable, hav­
ing produced above the mean six of the eight years.
The Haas strain of Zellar Yellow Dent made a record of 102.97 
percent for the six-year period, producing above the mean for 
all strains four years out of the six.
Both the Bliss Brothers entry of Reid for the five-year period 
and the Meyer entry of Krug for the three-year period have 
very good performance records.
For the two-year period Krug yielded most, followed closely 
by the Bailey strain of Reid. In this group the Steen Yellow 
Dent is of interest because of its good yield and early maturity.
District 12. East, Southern Iow a (See table X X V II)
The Petty Strain of Reid has the best record in this district 
with 106.66 percent for the six-year period, the yield being above 
the mean of all entries five of the six years. The Farquhar Reid 
was well above the average each of the four years during which 
it was compared, and the Dyas strain was above the average each 
year for the three-year period.
In the two-year period the Krug entry from Illinois, the Mann 
entry of Reid and the entry of Black Yellow Dent are most pro­
mising.
Southern Section Summary (See table XXV III)
_ Of the strains of corn entered in all three districts of the sec­
tion Walden Dent made the best record, with an average of 103.6 
percent for an eight-year period. This would indicate a rather 
wide adaptation for this strain of corn.
The Hazen strain of Reid, while not giving the largest yield 
in any one of the three districts of the section, has the highest 
average for the section for the five-year period. The Farquhar 
entry of Reid, which yielded highest as a section entry for the 
four-year period, also had the highest average in districts 11 
and 12. The Dyas entry of Reid not only had the high section 
yield for three years but was high enough to stand second in 
district 11 and first in district 12.
R ESULT OF IO W A  CORN Y IE L D  T E ST  IN  IN C R E A SIN G  
E F F IC IE N C Y  OF PR O D U C TIO N
The number of district entries in the Iowa Corn Yield Test 
during the eight-year period, i920 to 1927 inclusive, was 3229. 
The same strain of corn often was tested in more than one dis­
trict in the same year, and many of the strains were tested more 
than one year.
From the data previously presented it is apparent that some 
strains of corn are considerably more productive than others. 
If comparing strains for productivity is to result in increased
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TA BLE  X X Y II  ANNUAL Y IE L D  AND Y IE L D , STAND AND A IR  D R Y  CORN IN PERCENTAGE OP AVERAG E FOR P E R IO D  IN D I­
CATED FOR D ISTRIC T 12.
! Address Strain 1920
■ Y IE L D
Percentage of mean for years indicated 
1921 1 1922 | 1923 I 1924 | 1925 | 1926 1927
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2 Yr Period
Lester Pfister 
A. T. Mann 
Kenneth. Mosher
« E l  Paso, 111. 
1 Thurman 
| Salem 
1 Melcher
I Pfister Krug 
Reid Yel. Dent 
1 Black Yel. Dent .
I Prairie View Y. Dent
1
L
106.0
101.2
113.6
103.8
113.8
108.9
107.5
104.7
110.651106.101102.80 
109.801 96.601 99.20
106.80 99.901101.90 
102.501103.501102.60
3 Y r Period
E. S- Dyas & Son | Bellevne 
I Villisca
| Reid Yel. Dent 
I T. T. Reid Yel. Dent
1
] _ 104.4 100.0
104.5
102.1 1
100.7 109.9 11U5.UÍ5 1 JLUd.UU 1 lUl.Oö 
¡102.201102.90| 99.50
4 Y i . Peiiod
£P Blanchard 1 Reid Yel. Dent 111.7 103.8 105,8 103.5 1106.201100.601 99.00
5 Yx . Period
i Shelby 1 Zeller Yel. Dent 108.8 1 100.2 1113.9 1 109.7 1 85.5 |103.b*Z|lUU.0U|±U±.UU
6 Y j\ Period
J. H . Petty I Elliott 1 Imp. Reid Yel. Dent 1105.9 ! 99.6 1109.9 1110.5 1 [111.4 1102.7 1106.661103.70
1100.53
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TABLE X X V III . ANNUAL Y IE L D  AND Y IE L D  IN  PERCENT OP AVERAG E FOR PE RIO D  IN DICATED FOR THE SOUTHREN 
SECTION.
Name Address
Y IE L D
Percentage of mean for years indicated Y
ie
ld
 p
et
. 
of
 m
ea
n 
fo
r 
pe
ri
od
Strain 1920 1 1921 1922 1 1923 1 1924 I 1925 1926 1927
1 2 Yr. Period
A. T. Mann 
G. W . Bailey 
W . A. Hollowell
Thurman 
. Letts 
Melcher
[ Reid Yel. Dent 
| Reid Yel. Dent 
Prairie View Yel. Dent
112.3
m
95.9
104.6 1104.2 
101.8 102.4
1 04.4
104.1
102.1
3 Yr. Period
E. S. Dyas & Son 
A. Wilson
Bellevue
Harlan
Reid Yel Dent 
W ilson Yel. Dent
105.3 1
103.1
103.8
100.9
104.0
101.6
104.4
101.9
4 Yr. Period
John fParqTLhar Blanchard Reid Yel. Dent 103.2 102.6 106.7 1102.0 103.6
5 Yr. Period
H . E . Hazen 1 Denmark 1 Reid Yel. Dent 1107.8 1102.6 1 99.7 1101.9 1101.9 1 T ~ 1 1102.8
6 Yr. Period
F. J. Haas 1 Shelby 1 Zellar Yel. Dent ~ r ~ 1105.0 1 1106.1 ¡1X0.1 1102.8 ¡101.4 1 94.3 ¡103.3
8 Yr. Period
Chas. D. Kirkpatrick 1 Keota 1 Walden Dent S1O 8.I 1 96.9 ] 96.4 1104.3 ¡114.2 1 95.8 ¡105.0 1108.0 ¡103.6
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efficiency in corn production for the state, seed of these superior 
strains must be made available to growers generally and must 
be planted in those parts of the state to which they are adapted.
Survey M ade of Varieties and Strains Grown
Several hundred representative Iowa farmers were asked to 
estimate for their respective communities the percentage of the 
com acreage planted to recognized strains and varieties In 1928. 
Of the replies received 280 gave evidence of having received suf­
ficient attention to be worthy of tabulation. From these data 
it was possible to determine the approximate percentage of the 
corn acreage in each district planted to different strains, includ­
ing those entered in the Iowa Corn Yield Test which had been 
sufficiently high yielding to attract attention and which are now 
most widely planted. Using this percentage (second column 
table X X IX ) and the mean annual acreage of corn as reported 
by the Crop and Weather Service of the State Department of 
Agriculture, for the five-year period, 1923 to 1927 inclusive, it 
is possible to determine the acreage planted to each of these 
strains in the different districts. This is shown m table X X X .
In the districts where these varieties and strains have been 
compared with other varieties for yield, the increased production 
per acre and for the district have been calculated, on the assump­
tion that these strains have given the same increase over the mean 
yield of the total acreage of the district as the increase over the 
mean yield of the entries in the test plots. It is believed that 
the strains entered in the yield test from year to year are more 
productive than the average strains of the different localities, 
therefore, the increase in production from the growing of these 
strains would be somewhat greater than that indicated. | Also, 
a considerable acreage of these strains is grown m districts ot 
the state where they have not been grown m comparative yield 
plantings. No increase is computed for these districts.
The use of Krug corn in the districts where yield comparison 
data are available has resulted in an estimated increase m an- 
nual production of 445,918 bushels. Other increases have re­
sulted as follows: Ioleammg 228,822; Black Yellow Dent 178,- 
906- Golden King 104,426 bushels; Osterland Yellow Dent 109,- 
844- and for other strains somewhat smaller amounts. The an­
nual increase in production was 1,255,513 bushels, with no in 
crease in acreage or in other material expense. This is concrete 
evidence of the greater efficiency in production resulting from
the Iowa Corn Yield Test. . , x
The foregoing is not an estimate of what might result at some 
time in the future if a certain percentage of the acreage of the 
state were to be planted with some of the varieties located thru 
the Iowa Com Yield Test, but is a statement of what actually
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TABLE X X IX . TH E NUM BER OF ACRES GROW N OF THE V A R IE T IE S  IN DI- 
'^ ÏF )mTH E CALCULATED ANNUAL INCREASE IN  PRODUCTION 
BASED ON THE MEAN Y IE L D  OF THE TOTAL ACREAGE OF THE D IS ­
TRICT AND THE PERCENTAGE EXCESS Y IE L D  OF THE DIFFEREN T 
TH E ID IST R IC t 'E:B TH E f i v e ‘ y e a r  m e a n  y i e l d  o f  a l l  e n t r i e s  f o r
Bist-
trict
1 Percent of 
total
1 acreage 
1 in 
district
No. of 
acres 'o f  
the strain 
grown in 
district
Percent in­
crease yield 
over mean 
of district
Mean 
yield bn. 
per acre
Increase 
in bn. 
per acre
Total bu. 
increase 
per
Golden King
1 2.0 19,742 2.92 33.35 .97 19.1502 3.4 26,619 8.14 30.45 2.48 66,0153 1.8 4,926 13.32 29.33 3.91 19^2614 0.3 3,689
5 0.5 5,144
6 0.1 640
7 0.1 1,122
8 0.5 4,683
9 0.1 1,011
10 0.1 1,121
Total 68,697 104.426
Smith Yellow Dent1 0.1 987 3.37 33.35 1.12 1,1052 1.0 7,829 1.73 30.45 .53 4 jl4 9
4
2.5
0.4
6,841
4,919
5.79 . 29.33 1.70 1L630
5 0.6 6,172
6 1.9 12,153
7 0.1 1,122 I
8 0.1 936 1
9 0.1 1,011 1
Osterland Yellow Dent
16,884
2
4
5
6
7
8
0.2
0.2
8.6
Ü
0.1
0.1
1,566
2,460
88,484
1,122
936
1
1.15 1 
3.54
1.15
1
35.76
34.65
32.10
.41
1.23
.37
Total 94,568 1
Iodent
1 0.1 987 I1 .4  . 0.4 4,919 1.87 35.76 .675 0.6 6,173 5.91 n 34.65 2.05 .
' —2.07 1 32.10 -  .667 0.7 7,856 -1 .3 6  1 35.85 -  .498 0.8 7,490 1.90 - : 38.01 .729 1.0 10,109 .28 35.14 .100.2 2,241
-  12 
Tntnl
0.2 1,668 1
1,009
108.835
109,844
3,296
12,654
—3^849
5,393
1,011
1 18,505
■ 1 0.9 8,884 8.29 33.350.2 1,566 ~3 0.1 2744 0.4 4,919 6.35 35.765 0,1 1,029 4.95 34.650.1 640 10.60 32,10
0.8 8,978 6.03 35.85
0.4 1 3.745 9.53 38.01
1.6 16,174 27.50 35.1410 0.1 1,12112 • 0.2 1,668
Total 48,998 ____________ J
2.76 I 24,520
2.27
1.72
•3.40
2.16
3.62
9.66
I I
11,166 
! 1,770
2,176 
[ 19,392
I 13,557
I 156,241II ,
4 228,822
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TA BLE  X X IX  (Continued)
Percent of 
total 
acreage
No. of 
acres of 
the strain
Percent in­
crease yield Mean Increase
Total bu. 
increase
trict in grown in over mean yield bu. in bu. 'p er
district district of district per acre per acre district
Krug
1
2
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
1.0
0.3
0.9
1.5 
0.8
3.6
7.2
1.7 
2.9
8.3 
8.5
9,871 
2,349 
11,068 : 
15,433 
5,117 
40,400 
67,409 
17,185 
32,498 
65,934 
70,881
1.37 
-1 3 .7 5  
-  8.90
6.45
3.37 
1.88 
6.10 
7.98 
4.55
35.76 
34.65 
32.10 
35.85 
38.01 
35.14 
33.79 
30.68
33.77
.49 
-4 .7 6  
-2 .8 6  . 
2.31 
1.28 
.66 
2.06 
2.45 
1.54
5,423
-7 3 ,4 61
-1 4 ,6 35
93,324
86,284
11,342
66.946
161,538
109,157
Total 338,145 445,918
Steen Yellow Dent
4 0.1 1,230
7 0.6 6,733 3.00 35.85 1.08 7,272
8 0.1 936 1.96 38.01 .74 693
9 1.6 16,174 7.20 35.14 2.53 40,920
5.30 33.79 1.79
11 0.1 794 4.35 30.68 1.33 1,056
12 0.4 3,336 : -1 .2 0 33.77 -  .41 -1 ,3 6 8
Total 29,203 48,573
Black Yellow Dent
2 0.4 3,132
3 0.3 821
. 4 2.0 24,595 -  .46 35.76 -  .16 -3 ,9 3 5
5 0.1 1,029 2.53 34.65 .88 906
6 1.1 7,036 -  3.52 32.10 -1 .1 3 -7 ,9 5 1
7 4.4 49,378 1.68 35.85 .60 29,627
8 8.8 82,389 4.80 38.01 1.82 149,948
9 1.7 17,185 1.70 ' 35.14 .60 10,311
10 6.1 68,358
11 7.7 61,167
12 2.2 18,346
Total I 333,436 178,906
Walden Dent
4
7
8 
9
10
11
12
0.4
0.1
Ô!ï
o” ë
2.2
4,919
1,122 -  .52
-  2.13 
4.10 
3.13 
4.93 
3.33
35.85
38.01
35.14
33:79
30.68
33.77
-  .19
-  .81 
1.44 
1.06 
1.51 
1.12
-2 1 3
1,011 1,454
4,766
18,34-6
7,197
20,548
Total 30,164 i 28,986
McCulloch Yellow Dent
2 0.2 1,566
4 0.1 1,229 .12 35.76 .04 50
1 5 -  .63 34.65 -  .22
6' f :*‘  --3.31 32.10 -1 .0 6
7 .0.3 3,367. • -  -.37 35.85 . -  .13 -4 3 8
8' - 0.3 2,809 2.61 38.01 .99 2,781
9 1.2 12,130 1.80 35.14 .63 7,642
10 0.4 4,482 5.83 33.79 1.97 8,830
11 0.3 2,383 3.71 30.68 1.14 2,717
12 0.4 3,336, -2 .4 5 33.77 -  .83 V -r2,769
Total : . 31,302 18,813
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TA BLE  X X IX  (Continued)
Dist-
trict
Percent of 
total 
acreage 
in
district
No. o f 
acres of 
the strain 
grown in 
district
Percent in­
crease yield 
over mean 
of district
Mean 
yield bu. 
per acre
Increase 
in bu. 
per acre
Total bu. 
increase 
per
district
W ilson Yellow Dent
7 2.3 25,811 6.80 35.85 2.44 62,979
8 0.5 4,681 .12 38.01 .05 2349 0.3 3,033 1.55 35.14 .54 1,63810 0.3 3,362 4.20 33.79 1.42 4,77411 0.3 2,383 2.63 30.68 .81 1,93012 1.3 10,841 -4 .3 0 33.77 -1 .4 5 15,719
Total 50,111 J 55,836
resulted within nine years after the yield test was inaugurated.
A careful study of the data in table X X IX , particularly that 
showing the percentage increase in yield of the different strains 
over the mean yield in each district in which comparisons are 
available, together with the distribution of the acreage, will give 
the reader the best basis for determining the adaptation of these 
different strains to any particular locality.
H IS T O R Y  A N D  A D A P T A T IO N  OF H IG H  Y IE L D IN G  
ST R A IN S  OF CORN L O C A T E D  T H R U  T H E  
IO W A  CORN Y IE L D  T E ST
A brief statement regarding the origin and the apparent adap­
tation of each of the strains of corn which gained prominence as 
a result of the yields produced in the Iowa Corn Yield Test and 
which were reported to be grown on the larger acreages in the 
state, follows.
Golden King1. The first entry of corn under this name was 
made by William McArthur, Cerro Gordo County, in 1923. The 
strain of com from which McArthur made his selection, having 
first secured seed in 1922, was known as Kossuth Reliance. It 
has also been entered in the yield test under the name of Golden 
Reliance. Reid Reliance also represents much the same genetic 
lines. It will be observed that all of the strains of corn entered 
m the test under these different names have very good yield 
records. .
Apparently the seed selection practiced by McArthur has re­
sulted in a somewhat earlier maturing strain of com without- 
materially affecting its productivity. The McArthur strain of 
Golden King has shown the lowest moisture content at harvest 
of any strain entered in the three northern districts, except an 
entry in district 3 which was compared for only two years.
This strain of com seems to be well adapted for general plant­
ing thruout northern Iowa. It has the greatest lead in yield in 
district 3, which is probably because of its early maturity. How­
ever, this corn also has a very good lead in yield in district 2,
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Pig. 18. ' Golden King. This strain has the best yield record for northern Iowa and 
is also earliest in maturity. It is well adapted for general planting thruout 
northern Iowa. The name Golden King originated with Wm. McArthur of 
Cerro Gordo County.
the district with the greatest acreage at the present time. The 
increase in acreage of this variety in district 2 has been rapid.
Smith Yellow  Dent. Smith Yellow Dent is a relatively early 
strain of corn, which has been grown by William B. Smith of 
Floyd County since 1913. It originally was known as Wilson 
com and was grown under that name in Black Hawk County, 
where. Smith obtained his seed.
Smith has practiced mass selection of seed and has produced 
a corn much earlier in maturity than the corn which he obtained. 
However, it is still slightly later maturing than the average of 
all strains compared in the northern section. This com appar­
ently is rather well adapted to growing thruout northern Iowa 
and probably has a place in the northern part of the North 
Central Section.
Osterland. Yellow  Dent. This strain of corn has been grown 
by H. F. Gsterland of Franklin County since 1915 and was en­
tered by him in the Iowa Corn Yield Test each year since the 
test began. Osterland obtained seed originally from a grower 
in Wright County. He practiced ear-to-row breeding thru a 
period of years, selecting for quality and yield. This strain has 
about the same maturity as others of the district. It not only 
has the best yield record for the North Central Section for an
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Fig. 19. Smith Yellow Dent. This yellow corn has made a good yield record in 
northern Iowa and probably has a place in the northern part of north cen­
tral Iowa. It is a little later im m aturity than the Golden King. It was 
developed by Wm. B. Smith of Floyd County.
Fig. 20. Osterland Y d low  Dent is one of the best yielding strains in north central 
low a  The largest acreage is found in district 5. It  was developed by H . 
1 . Osterland of Franklin County.
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Fig. 21. Ioleaming. This variety, developed by Smith Brothers and McNeilly of 
Jones Conntv, is apparently a corn of wide adaptation, it having produced 
good yields in all six o f the North Central a,nd South Central districts. It 
• is one of the early maturing strains tested in these districts.
eight-year period, but also the highest for the same period in 
districts 5 and 6.
The largest acreage for this strain of corn is reported from 
district 5 where it is estimated at 94,568 acres for 1928.
Ioleaming. Ioleaming is the result of a cross made in 1923 
by Smith Brothers and J. It. McNeilly of Jones County. They 
crossed a rather early maturing strain of Reid Yellow Dent, 
known as Iowa 119 and obtained from the Iowa Agricultural 
Experiment Station, with a rather small early Learning obtained 
from Don McCorkindale of Sac County.
Ioleaming is apparently a corn of wide adaptation, having 
produced good yields in all six of the North Central and South 
Central districts. It is one of the earliest maturing strains com­
pared in these districts. The yield made by this strain of corn 
in eastern Iowa is particularly outstanding. Ioleaming is rela­
tively early in maturity as compared with most strains of Reid 
Yellow Dent found in the central part of the state. The kernels 
are inclined to be medium smooth and thick. During the few 
years that this corn has-been available, the increase in acreage 
has been rapid. It is now grown to a considerable extent thru-
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Fig. 22. Steen Yellow Dent, developed by George Steen of Muscatine County, is ap­
parently well suited to a relatively large section of Iowa. It has a very 
good yield record in the South Central section and is somewhat earlier 
in maturity than the average corn of that section.
out^  central and north central Iowa. The data available would 
indicate that this corn was planted on 48,998 acres in 1928 with 
an increase in production of 228,822 bushels annually.
Steen Yellow  Dent. This was developed by George Steen 
of Muscatine County, Iowa. His first seed was obtained from 
Illinois breeders in 1902, but later he obtained seed from several 
other sources, which also entered into the development of the 
strain.
Steen practiced ear-row breeding thru a period of years 
searching for the highest yielding and earliest maturing types. 
The com that Steen has developed is moderately smooth with 
kernels perhaps a trifle narrower than most strains of Reid 
lellow Dent and of only moderate depth. The ears are solid 
and heavy for their size. *
This corn has been compared for yield with other strains in 
south central Iowa, thru the eight-year period and in southern 
iowa for a two-year period. This is a relatively early maturing 
strain of corn. It contained less moisture at harvest in each of 
the six districts than the average of all entries. The yield was 
above the mean in each district, with but one exception, where 
h was slightly below. This corn is apparently well suited to a
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Fig. 23. Iodent is a strain of Reid isolated by ear-row breeding continued thru a 
considerable period of years at the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station. 
It has the average maturity of strains in north central Iowa where it has 
made its best yield record.
relatively large section of the state. It seems to be particularly 
well suited to district 9 where the largest acreage is found.
Iodent. This corn represents the product of carefully con­
ducted and extensive ear-to-row breeding at the Iowa Experi­
ment Station, continued thru a long period of years. It is there­
fore a rather closely bred com.
Iodent traces back to a remnant ear,, tested at Ames in 1915, 
which not only made a satisfactory yield but also showed earlier 
maturity „than the average. The ear-row work was continued 
with this strain for several years, followed by mass selection.
Iodent has made its best yield record in north central Iowa, 
where it has produced slightly above that of the average o i all 
strains with which it was compared thru an eight-year period.
W ilson  Yellow  Dent. This strain of Reid Yellow Dent was 
first entered in the Iowa Corn Yield Test by A. Wilson of Shelby 
County in 1925. It has been produced by this grower since 1921, 
seed having been obtained in Shelby County by him at that time. 
Wilson did some systematic breeding work but in the main has 
practiced mass selection.
This com  was entered in the three districts of the South 
Central Section in 1924 where it equalled the average of the 
section in maturity. In comparisons in southern Iowa it has 
been found to be slightly earlier than the average.
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Fig; 24. Wilson Yellow Dent. A  strain developed by A. Wilson of Shelby County.
it  nas produced yields above the average in the six districts of south cen- 
tral and southern Iowa. Its best record was made in district 7, its home 
territory, where a considerable acreage is grown.
Wilson Yellow Dent has produced yields above the average in 
the six districts of south central and southern Iowa. Its-best 
lecord was made in district 7, its home territory, where it pro­
duced above the average each of the. four years of test, with a 
record of 106.80 percent. It has the best average for a four-year 
period in the South Central Section. During the three years 
this corn has been compared for yield in southern Iowa it made 
its best relative yield in district 11.
This corn had been compared for yield in local county tests 
in western Iowa where it had gained some reputation prior to 
its entry in the Iowa Com Yield Test. This accounts -in part 
tor the relatively large acreage reported for district 7.
Krug. George Krug of WToodford County, 111.,, obtained a 
strain of Nebraska grown Reid Yellow Dent thru the Iowa Seed 
Company in 1903. Three  ^years later he . procured some Gold­
mine and an Illinois strain of Reid Yellow Dent. It is from 
these three strains that Krug was developed by selection. * Krug 
has continuously selected for very solid ears, heavy for their 
Size, with horny kernels inclined to be smooth in indentation.
This corn was first given prominence as a. result of a yield 
test conducted in Woodford County, 111. It has been entered
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Fig. 25. Krug. This variety first gained prominence as a result of a yield test in 
W oodford County, Illinois, where it was originated by George Krug thru 
mass selection continued for a period of years. This variety can be ex­
pected to give satisfactory yields thruout central ond southern Iowa. It! is 
a little later in maturity than the average strain of central Iowa.
by a number of different growers in the Iowa Corn Yield Test. 
In estimating the average performance which may be expected 
from this strain, the yields of all Krug entries have, had con­
sideration. It has been compared for yield in districts 4 to 12 
inclusive. An increase in yield over the mean of all entries re­
sulted in each district with the exception of districts 5 and 6. 
This would indicate a wide adaptation for the variety. Krug 
has contained more moisture at harvest than the average of all 
strains compared in both the North Central and South Central 
Sections. It has contained less moisture at harvest than the 
average strain in the Southern Section.
Black Yellow  Dent. Clyde Black of Dallas County obtained 
a bushel of Reid Yellow Dent from Bishop, Polk County, Iowa, 
in 1909. This proved to be too late to be safe and in 1914 he 
obtained seed from an earlier strain of Reid from the Iowa Agri­
cultural Experiment Station. These two strains were mixed 
together. '
Black practiced ear-row breeding thru a period of years, fol­
lowed by careful mass selection. He also tested each individual 
ear for germination when selecting ears for the seed plots and 
only those having the strongest sprouts were saved. Black has 
found the best ear type to be medium smooth in indentation
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Fig. 26. Black Yellow Dent. A  strain of Reid developed by Clyde Black of Pallas 
County who followed systematic breeding work thru a period of years. This 
corn gained early prominence by making the best yield record in each of 
the first two years of the test. Its performance has been most outstanding 
in district 8 where the largest acreage is found.
with moderately thick, deep kernels, free of an indication of 
starchiness. This corn has been in the Iowa Corn Yield Test 
during each of the eight years reported. It gained early promi­
nence by making the best record in the test each of the first two 
years. This corn is neither earlier nor later in maturity than 
the average of the strains compared in the South Central Section.
While a considerable acreage of this strain is reported in north 
central Iowa the yield comparisons and moisture determinations 
would indicate that it is a little too late maturing to give the most 
satisfactory results in that section. The largest acreage is found 
in district 8, where its performance has been most outstanding, 
tho it produced above the average in each of the three districts 
of the South Central Section.
McCulloch Yellow  Dent. This strain has been grown by 
Fred McCulloch of Iowa County since 1905. The original seed 
was- obtained from Iowa State College, from James Reid of 
Illinois and from Pascal of Clinton County, Iowa. All of these 
strains entered into the foundation stock from which the Mc­
Culloch Yellow Dent has developed.
McCulloch practiced ear row breeding thru a period of years 
followed by rigid mass selection. He also tested the germination 
of every ear that went into his seed plot, saving; only the ears
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Fig. 27. McCulloch Yellow Dent. Developed by Fred McCulloch of Iowa County.
This' corn is of average maturity and is apparently well suited to planting 
in the southern half of the state where it has given yields above the average 
in each of the six districts.
which sprouted most vigorously. This strain has been compared 
for yield with other strains in. all districts except the northern 
three. When planted in north central Iowa, McCulloch Yellow 
Dent had more moisture at harvest than the average of all strains 
. Compared, while in south central and southern Iowa it has shown 
average maturity.
The yield comparisons would indicate this strain to mature 
slightly too late to be suitable for planting in north central Iowa, 
’ particularly in the- central and eastern parts. The McCulloch 
. Yellow Dent is apparently w;ell suited for use in the southern 
, half of the state having shown a yield above the average in each 
of the six southern districts. This com has made its best yield 
record in district 10.
W alden Dent. The development of this strain of corn by 
Kirkpatrick of Keokuk County dates back to 1912 when he se- 
r cured a bushel of Reid from D. L. Pascal of Clinton County. 
-In  an endeavor to improve the quality and increase the yield, 
Kirkpatrick undertook careful ear-to-row breeding work, saving 
for his seed plots of later years only those strains which produced 
, the largest yields o f the best quality corn. As a result of this 
. work, the type of ear has been changed: considerably from that
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Fig. 28. Walden Dent. Developed by Chas. D. Kirkpatricck o f Keokuk County who 
continued systematic ear-row breeding work thru a period of years. This 
corn has yielded well above the average in each of the southern districts 
also in the eastern district o f  south central Iowa. It has made its best 
relative yield in central, southern Iowa. Walden dent is slightly earlier in 
maturity than the average corn o f the Southern section.
originally secured. The ears are smaller, with a smoother in­
dentation, and are inclined to taper. The kernels are noticeably 
free from starchiness, are oily in appearance and are of only 
medium depth.
In addition to the ear-to-row breeding work, Kirkpatrick has 
for many years given every ear a rigid germination test, using 
the ears which developed the strongest and. most vigorous shoot 
and root sprout, and those which had particularly strong tem­
porary feeding roots. In the germination test he also gave par­
ticular attention to getting seed entirely free of root rot diseases.
Walden Dent has been tested for yield thruout the eight-year 
period. In the Southern Section it has been somewhat earlier 
maturing than the average strain, while in south central Iowa 
it apparently has about the same maturity as the average com.
This variety seems to “be better adapted to southern than to 
south central Iowa, tho it produced well above the average in 
district 9, in the eastern part of south central Iowa. It also pro­
duced well above‘the average in each of the three districts in 
southern Iowa, giving the best relative yields in district ,11. In 
this district it produced well above the average yield six of the 
eight years, with an average for-the period of 104.93 percent,,
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Much the largest acreage of Walden Dent is found in district 
11, central southern Iowa.
D IST R IB U T IO N  A N D  A C R E A G E  OF CORN V A R IE T IE S  IN  
T H E  D IF F E R E N T  P A R T S OF IO W A
In making the survey reported in the preceding discussion, 
information on the distribution and relative acreage of several 
well known varieties was obtained, as well as on the newer strains 
which have gained prominence in the yield comparisons.
Reid Yellow Dent and Silver King are grown more generally 
than any other varieties, the Reid constituting a large part of 
the acreage in southern, central and north central Iowa, while 
the Silver King is confined largely to the northern and north­
eastern part. The percentage of the com acreage in the 12 dis­
tricts which is planted to each of the several varieties is shown 
in table X X X .
It is reasonable to assume that these varieties were grown to 
the extent indicated because they were better suited to the en­
vironment and met the requirements of the growers more fully 
than other varieties which have been available. It is probable 
that the acreage of some of these varieties is on the decrease while 
that of others is gaining. Some strains perhaps are grown to 
a considerable extent in one locality but are wholly unknown in 
other parts of the state. It is possible that some of these little 
known varieties possess real merit in which case the acreage is 
certain to increase. Growers of such varieties would do well to 
have the relative yielding ability determined in an impartial 
manner by entering them in the Iowa Com Yield Test. It will 
be observed that there is a considerable acreage of miscellaneous 
named strains in the extreme northwest and northeast parts of 
the state and in the southwest district.
T A BLE  X X X . CORN V A R IE T IE S  IN IOW A. THE PERCENTAGE OF THE 
CORN ACREAGE IN  THE 12 D ISTRIC TS OF THE STATE W H IC H  IS 
PLAN TED TO D IFFE R EN T V A R IE T IE S  OF CORN.
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5 40.2 6.5 0.7 3.7 0.9 0.9 • 0.7 1 0.9 12.d 6.6 26.8
6 29.3 18.1 2.6 . 3.0 1.4 0.3 0.1 1 2.7 4.0 7.1 31.5
7 48.7 1.1 0.9 2.2 2.4 2.9 0.3 1 0.7 13.1 2.7 25.1
8 52.0 1.2 0.7 3.5 2.2 2.0 ■ 1.0 18.8 ' 3.7 15.0
9 56.5 0.8 0.3 2.6 5.1 1.2 0.3 1 1.2 9.4 5.5 17.2
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11 51.1 1.1 6.3 3.5 1.5 . . . .  1 17.3 5.8 13.6
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A considerable acreage is found in all parts of the state which 
apparently is planted to “ just com ”  with no known variety 
name. This ranges from approximately 7 percent in district 
12 in the southeast corner of the state, to 31 percent in district 
6. It is altogether likely that at least a part of this acreage 
traces back to the variety or varieties most generally grown in 
the different regions, as for example Reid Yellow Dent in south* 
em and central Iowa; and Silver King, Wimple Yellow Dent 
and Reid in northern Iowa. The acreage of “ unnamed”  com 
is lowest in those districts where the acreage of the above varieties 
is largest.
The acreage of strains which gained prominence as a result 
of the Iowa Corn Yield Test varies greatly in different parts of 
the state. The acreage of these strains is largest in district 8— 
approximately 19 percent— in the central part of the state, and 
lowest in district 6 in east-north central Iowa. The acreage 
planted to these newer strains is relatively low thruout the north 
half of the state, except in district 5; central-north central. This 
probably is accounted for, partly at least, by the fact that only 
two of the eleven strains in this group are adapted in maturity 
to general use in northern Iowa. 'The acreage of these strains 
is smaller in district 10 than in the districts to the north and 
east, probably due to the distribution of other named sorts by 
seedsmen in that region. This would be indicated also by the 
large acreage of miscellaneous named strains grown there.
History of More Prominent Varieties
Altho there are several hundred varieties of corn, with thou­
sands of strains, only a few of the old, well known varieties are 
grown to any great extent in Iowa, as has been shown by the 
variety survey. A  brief statement of the origin and distribution 
of these is of interest, in view of the fact that most, if not all, 
of the high yielding strains reported are adaptations, of these 
varieties to certain ideals or growing conditions.
Reid Yellow  Dent. This variety was originated by Robert 
Reid, who accidentally crossed a rather late maturing, reddish 
colored corn, which he brought from Ohio to Illinois in 1846, 
with a small early maturing yellow corn obtained in Illinois. 
James L. Reid, a son, fixed the well known Reid type by careful 
selection thru a 30-year period.
This variety first gained prominence as a result of a prize 
awarded at the "World’s Fair at Chicago in 1893 and soon became 
widely distributed. Strains of this variety are now grown much 
more generally in the United States than any other variety; in 
fact, the acreage of Reid is probably larger than the combined 
acreage of any five other varieties. This corn seems to be par-
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Tig. 29. Reid Yellow Dent. Over 65 percent of the corn grown in the southern half 
of Iowa had its origin- in the Reid Yellow Dent variety, The acreage of 
this corn thruout the corn belt is probably greater than the combined acre­
age of any other five varieties.
ticularly well adapted, to the more fertile soils of the central 
Corn Belt.
Reid Yellow Dent was first extensively distributed in Iowa 
in 1902, thru the cooperation of the Western Grain Dealers’ 
Association and Iowa State College. Nearly a carload of seed 
was distributed in two-pound packages to hundreds of growers 
in all parts of the state. From this original distribution, rela­
tively early strains have been developed in central and even in 
northern Iowa, with larger, 'later strains in the: southern part 
of the state. From 65 to 80 percent o f thé com acreage in 
southern Iowa is planted to this variety and strains of it, with 
a very considerable acreage in north central Iowa.
Boone County and Johnson County W hite; Boone: County 
White was originated by James Riley in Boone County, Iiid., 
thru selection from White Mastodon, obtained in 187fi. Boone 
County White is a large, late maturing variety adapted only 
to the southern part o f Towa-
Joimson County White originated from a cross between .For- 
sÿthe Favorite and Bobhe County White: made by :J. B. Whiter 
side of Johnson County, Ind. It has the same maturity as Boone 
County White. These two varieties are grown much more gen-
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erally thruout the southern part of the Corn Belt than any other 
white com.
Learning. The Learning corn was developed by J. S. Leam-' 
ing in Ohio at about the same time that Reid Yellow Dent or­
iginated in Illinois. Like the Reid corn it gained considerable 
popularity, partly because of prizes won at the W orld’s Fair, 
Paris, 1878.
The original Learning is a somewhat earlier maturing corn 
than the Reid; the kernels are somewhat smoother in indentation 
and notably thick and rather narrow. The ears are distinctly 
tapering with rather large, open butts.
Silvermine. The Silvermine variety originated from a parent 
lot of prize winning corn thru mass selection begun in 1890 by 
J. A. Beagley. of Illinois. Beagley’s entire stock of seed was 
bought by the Iowa Seed Company in 1895 and the com named 
Iowa Silvermine. This is a medium maturing corn, well adapted 
to the section immediately north of the Boone County and John­
son County territory. It has the reputation of being well suited 
to the less fertile soils.
Silver King. The Silver King variety was originated by 
A. J. Goddard of*Winneshiek County, Iowa, 
who selected for early maturity and yield 
from a corn brought to Iowa from: Indiana 
in 1862. Silver King has been grown more 
extensively than any other one variety in 
northern Iowa, southern Wisconsin and 
southern Ontario.
A  survey made by the Iowa station in 
northern Iowa in 1910 indicated that this 
variety was best adapted to that region. 
Seed obtained from a number of growers 
was compared for yield, and breeding work 
was undertaken at several points.. The sta­
tion gave publicity to this variety and dis­
tributed a considerable amount of seed, be­
ginning in 1913. The acreage increased 
rapidly until about 1923 when a demand 
developed for yellow strains of corn in this 
region, becouse of the vitamin which corn of 
this color was shown to contain. About 25 
percent of the acreage in northern Iowa is 
rig. 3o. silver King Com. stiH planted with this variety, except in the
S t e “ cSn l ?d«pSallnM western part where it is replaced by the 
Sim ple Yellow Dent
generally than i*ny other Minnesota 13. Minnesota 13 is the ear-variety. In recent years . . - . . . .it is being replaced by liest maturing ot the varieties extensively
strains.yieldmg yelI°w grown in Iowa. It probably originated
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from Pride of the North. It was developed by ear-row breeding 
at the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station. The kernels 
are rather smooth in appearance * and of only medium depths 
Fourteen rows to the ear are most common, the number varying! 
from 12 to 16.
This variety is grown to only a limited extent, except in the 
northeastern comer of the state where the growing conditions 
require an early variety for best results.
W im ple Y ellow  Dent. Wimple Yellow Dent is a slightly 
larger, slightly later maturing com than the Silver King. It 
was developed by A. J. Wimple of South Dakota. Like the Silver 
King the kernels are inclined to be wide and rough in indenta-l 
tion, tho the indentation on the Wimple is inclined to be beaked. 
A  considerable acreage is planted to this variety in northwestern 
Iowa ; the variety is also being used in west-north central Iowa.]
Calico. This does not represent any distinct variety or strain. 
There are many different kinds of Calico corn. In some of these] 
the endosperm is yellow and in others white. Most strains are: 
inclined to be medium to early maturing with relatively wide 
shallow kernels, tho this is not always true.
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